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ABSTRACT 
 

The purpose of this study is to develop an innovative technique for optimized 

gas lift design for marginal fields of the Niger Delta. This study used well data 

from mature fields located southwest of the Niger Delta to develop optimized 

gas lift design techniques using the single point continuous gas lift approach. A 

total of fifty-nine (59) wells from the fields were selected for preliminary 

screening as potential gas lift candidates. The screening process involved; 

reviewing well test histories/data, completion status, reservoir parameters, and 

surface facilities conditions/constraints. Thereafter, a nodal systems analysis 

tool was used to build and calibrate/match well models with past well test data 

for each individual well. Potential gas lift candidate well models were used to 

design for continuous gas lift for both the conventional and single point 

techniques. When the gas lift models were tested for deliverability and 

sensitized for optimum production, a total production rate gains of twenty-four 

thousand, three hundred and nine (24, 309) barrels of oil per day (BOPD) were 

obtained by design from the single point technique. The single point 

technique/approach when compared with the conventional continuous gas lift 

design was observed to be only 1422BOPD less than the convention (i.e. 5.5% 

reduction in production rate) but with substantial project cost reduction resulting 

to 8 - 21% increase in net present value (NPV). Following these 

findings/results, the author then developed a new objective function for net 

present value (NPV) optimization suitable for economic evaluation of 

continuous gas lift design in marginal fields of the Niger Delta. The method of 

solutions for this model provided the algorithm for the further development of a 

stand-alone computer program that simulates production and reservoir 

parameters to optimize project net present value (NPV). 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.0 INTRODUCTION  

The ultimate goal of virtually all efforts spent in the petroleum field is to devise 

an optimal strategy to develop, manage and operate a field, more so if the field 

is mature. In some areas, optimization of production operations and procedures 

can be a major factor in increasing productivity and reducing production costs. 

Simple production system (e.g. location, completions, wellheads, surface 

facilities, etc) may require simple and straightforward operational procedures 

depending on the type of operation planned. More complex systems may 

demand   a bit more complex operational scenarios, which must be captured and 

considered prior to the execution stage to ensure efficiency. 

Continuous gas-lift is a common artificial lift method used in the oil industry to 

improve well performance. The principles of gas lift are fairly simple. Gas is 

injected through the casing “continuously” into the tubing to lighten the liquid 

column and allow the reservoir to push more formation fluid into the well bore. 

On the other hand, intermittent gaslift method only applies when a limited 

amount of fluid is flowing from the reservoir into the wellbore. Once the fluid 

level builds up to a level worth lifting, a slug of gas is injected down the 

annulus through a gaslift valve and into the tubing, where it pushes the column 

of fluid to the surface as a slug. 
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The single-point continuous gaslift concept as presented in this study involve 

injecting high pressure gas from completions/wells with high GOR into 

candidate gaslift wells within the same jacket/platform. This technique is ideal 

for non-mandrel wells which are very common in Niger Delta brown fields. 

Over eighty (80%) percent of existing wells in these fields are non-mandrel 

wells in addition to surface lines constraint as earlier described. If significant 

water production is expected from the high GOR well, the high pressure gas can 

be passed through a water knockout cyclone on the platform before it is 

injected. To avoid excessive surface line erosion, fluid velocities may have to be 

limited by sizing the choke accordingly. 

 

1.1 STUDY BACKGROUND 

Hydrocarbon production in a general sense is governed by reservoir conditions, 

well-bore status, network of flow lines, surface storage and handling facilities or 

a combination of any of these factors. When a field has produced for a 

reasonable length of time, it becomes absolutely critical to monitor performance 

closely and to devise optimal strategies to reduce decline in production.  

The goal of sustaining production in a mature field can be achieved by 

maximizing production rates or by minimizing production cost. However there 

is a limit to which the latter can be achieved. Hence, it may not be a viable 

option when the limit has been reached and a certain base cost must be 
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maintained. This study aims at developing optimized techniques for initiating a 

gas-lift project as an artificial lift method of enhancing production to mitigate 

natural decline tendencies. Variables and constraints that can affect an effective 

gas-lift design implementation are considered. These constraints/variables may 

differ from field to field but the underlying concept remains the same and as 

such will be captured in the course of this study. The study will also consider 

identification of gas-lift opportunities, screening of possible candidates, 

building of individual base models for selected candidates and gas-lift 

design/evaluation for each candidate well. 

 

1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

There are several issues/constraints associated with gas-lift initialization in 

maginal fields and these could be subsurface, surface, economic, etc. A few of 

these constraints are outlined below as:  

• Lack of gas-lift mandrels in old wells, 

• Annular fluid content/gradient 

• Water production 

• Depleted Reservoir Pressures 

• Formation damage problems 

• High pressure drop in wells far from the flow stations leading to 

“bottlenecking” 

• High cost of well/surface facility repairs and or installation 
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• Availability of lift gas 

• Adequate gas injection pressure/Compressor ratings 

• Well barrier/casing integrity 

• Production packer depth 

• Sand production etc. 

In spite of these constraints, gas lifting remains a viable option to be considered 

and further evaluated for optimized techniques for marginal field development 

in the Niger Delta. 

Oil production in mature and marginal fields of the Niger Delta can be saddled 

with a lot of other constraints both at surface and subsurface levels of 

production. One of the surface constraints can be insufficient or inadequate 

surface facilities for the operation of a standard continuos gaslift 

application/project. The main reason for this is that production/surface facilities 

are usually designed and installed at the early stages of reservoir development 

when information about the reservoir and the future economics of the field are 

uncertain. The facility capacity/infrastructure on-ground in most cases are not 

able to meet or satisfy the production demand throughout the life of the 

field/reservoir. These constraints sometimes lead to a “de-bottlenecking” 

exercise, which may involve switching well connections between flow lines, 

converting redundant oil lines to gas lines, expanding the network of existing 

lines, and laying of new lines for increased capacity. Furthermore, 

corrosion/erosion of surface facilities and pipelines are common in brown fields 
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and can lead to costly repairs and uneconomic artificial lift projects for the 

marginal fields 

 

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF STUDY  

This study seeks to demonstrate the suitability of the single point technique for 

gas lift initialization projects in mature and marginal fields of the Niger Delta. 

Single point technique in this context refers to a technique that utilizes a single 

point at a predetermined depth in the tubing for the purposes of liquid unloading 

and gas injection in a continuous gas-lift system. This study also aims at 

developing a protocol and an objective function for optimization of continuous 

gas-lift system design. Gas lift optimization can be achieved by maximizing 

production rates or by minimizing production costof gaslift systems. This 

system can either be continuous or intermittent gaslift system.  

Generally, the continuous gaslift method is the preffered option in the Niger 

Delta because it is well suited for high productivity index wells which have high 

bottom hole pressures relative to thier depths. This as a common feature in wells 

of the Niger Delta. 

Increased flow rates in the tubing and possibly the surface flow lines can lead to 

increased back pressure on wells sharing the same flow line with the gas-lift 

well. It is therefore imperative that lift gas be carefully allocated to achieve 

maximum efficiency. 
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The production rate of a well is normally controlled by a choke. Adjusting 

production rates is the simplest way to meet production milestones and certify 

certain operational standards. 

Hitherto, the single point technique is a simple well intervention/wireline 

technique (commonly referred to as “tubing punch”) which provides 

communication between the tubing and annulus. It is normally used for liquid 

unloading or well kill purposes. 

In summary, the technical objective of this study is to evaluate optimized gaslift 

techniques and the applicability of the single point technique in marginal fields 

of the Niger Delta. This will provide a guide in making operational decisions for 

best practices, subject to health safety, environmental and economic constraints.  

In terms of best practises, part of the objectives is to clearly and concisely 

answer the following questions of the production engineer working in a brown 

and marginal field in the Niger Delta: 

 How to select candidate wells for gas-lift  

 How to build and validate inflow/outflow models  

 How to design appropriate gas-lift system for specified wells  

 How to evaluate deliverability of designed gas-lift systems 
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1.4 JUSTIFICATION 

This research will critically review sensitivity results from individual well 

inflow/outflow models and will draw strong conclusions/recommendations for 

best practices for the following activities: 

 Candidate selection for gas lift initialization projects 

 Building and validating inflow/outflow models  

 Gas-lift system design  

 Deliverability evaluation of designed gas-lift systems and the “single 

point” alternative 

 

1.5 SCOPE OF STUDY 

To keep this research work focused; the main objective is to maximizing daily 

production rates and minimizing investment/operational cost for gaslift 

initialization projects in brown/marginal fields of the Niger Delta. In 

maximizing daily production rates some system control variables (such as gas 

lift rates, production rates, choke sizes etc.) must be optimized to develop an 

objective function for net present value (NPV). 

Unstable flow results from the dynamic interaction of all system components 

and their complete description is beyond the scope of this work. If a design is 

predicted to be unstable, it becomes necessary to re-examine the choices made 

and make appropriate adjustments to insure stability. It is also expected that the 
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design stability will improve if a gas lift valve is used in place of an orifice 

valve. The gaslift valve in most cases is spring loaded, allows flow in one 

direction and can be self adjustable to prevalent flow rates. 
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1.6 STUDY OUTLINE 

The problem/topic of interest requires extensive consideration of tasks 

associated with specific gas-lift operational challenges in the brown fields of 

theNiger Delta. Previous investigators such as DeMoss and Tiemann (1985) 

may have addressed part of the problem of production optimization, particularly 

the technical and facilities aspects of it. These optimization techniques when 

applied in a generalized form may lead to suboptimal production laced with non 

productive time. Hence it is necessary to develop approaches that optimize all 

control variables in individual well systems. This study will investigate such 

approaches.  

These approaches will come in four levels in an attempt to answer the four 

questions facing the petroleum/production engineer as highlighted in the 

technical objective. The optimization techniques for these levels will be 

evaluated separately with a view to identifying control variables through 

detailed sensitivity analysis.  

This section also describes the framework for this study and the research in 

general. The scope and summaryof each chapter on this study are presented. 

Chapter1 introduces the subject matter under consideration. It also gives 

anoverview of the problem and the methodologies employed to solve the 

problem.  
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Chapter 2 reviews a number of literatures and publications relating to the 

subject matter. It also reviews current practices within the industry and 

associated problems arising from sub-optimal techniques.  

Chapter 3 decribes in details the methodologies employed in this study and it is 

subdivided into five section outlined as follows:  

Section 3.1: Describes how candidate wells for gas lift installations were 

selected. Detailed criteria that were adopted for the initial selection 

process will be appropriately discussed. The challenge here lies on the 

ability to acquire valid and relevant data, reviewing well test history, 

comparing candidate well test performance with offset wells and 

ascertaining if problem is, well or reservoir dependent. 

Section 3.2: Presents nodal systems analysis as a screening tool. This 

chapter will show in detail the multiple steps and processes taken to 

represent candidate wells numerically to obtain a valid model.  

Section 3.3: shows how these models were validated as evidence to the 

quality of each of them. Detailed and graphical results for each individual 

well will be displayed.  

Section 3.4: Introduces continuous gas-lift design generally and applies it 

to already validated models. Suitable gas flow rate and gas-liquid-ratios 
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will be selected through sensitivity analysis in accordance to the 

availability of lift-gas and adequate gas injection pressure.  

Section 3.5: Describes the benefits of detailed compressor modeling in 

optimizing the wells. It will also show how sensitive each individual 

design is, to change in compressor performance under certain conditions. 

Chapter 4 reviews and analyses the resultsfrom individual wells. Thischapter 

discusses these results in details with a view to drawing conclusions and making 

recommendation for best practices.  

Chapter 5 summarizes, concludes the work and recommends areas for further 

study. 

 

Gas-lift is generally recommended as the optimum artificial method for Niger 

Delta wells, especially for wells experiencing high basic sediments and water 

(BS & W) and low flowing tubing head pressure (FTHP). Pressure maintenance 

and secondary recovery such as water flood/water injection are also highly 

recommended to maximize production from gas lift wells producing from 

depleted reservoirs. Gas-lift projects that are properly initiated and executed will 

nearly always provide artificial support for dying/dead wells thereby enhancing 

the value of the asset. The candidate wells when screened are prioritized based 

on incremental production gain and ultimate recovery.  
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CHAPTER 2 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW. 

The production engineer is responsible for seeing that maximum production 

rates are obtained from wells subject only to good/allowable production 

practices, and project economics. The engineer is also responsible for keeping 

operating cost at a reasonable level. 

In order to achieve these objectives, the engineer must have a good 

understanding of individual well performance and the relationship that exists 

between well inflow capability, flowing performance, gas lift requirements, 

and/or pumping system performance. The engineer must understand well 

completion and equipment limitations and the factors that contribute to 

equipment overload. Furthermore, the engineer must be able to analyze well 

inflow, flowing and lifting system performance in order to define problem 

situations and to recognize additional production potential. 

In earlier years there was very little incentive to pursue production engineering 

(Kirkpatrick, 1959). Production rates were subject to relatively low 

consumption rates and wells with either flowing or lifting problems were of a 

minor nature. Now, however, with the world’s energy demand on the increase, 

the need to produce wells from greater depths and the economic benefits 

realized from accelerating production can never be over-emphasized. This has 
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led to production problems becoming more pronounced. It is in recognition of 

these changing standards that the production optimization techniques such as 

the gaslift systems and electric submersible pumps (ESP) are being developed 

and improved upon. 

 

2.1 OVERVIEW OF GAS LIFT SYSTEMS. 

The purpose of any artificial lift system (including gas lift) is to reduce bottom 

hole pressure in order to allow wells to flow under existing formation pressure 

(Donohue, 1982). With gas lift, this can be accomplished by forcing gas through 

a choke or control valve, located at the surface, down the annulus and then 

through valves into the tubing. The injected gas aerates the liquid column in the 

tubing. The aeration reduces the bottomhole pressure caused by the weight of 

the column of fluid in the tubing. With sufficient aeration, the bottom hole 

pressure may be reduced to a point where the well once again begins to flow. 

The continuous aeration of the fluid column in the tubing will cause more oil to 

flow from the formation into the well bore and then to the surface. Overtime, as 

more fluids are produced, the average reservoir pressure decreases, requiring 

increasing amount of aeration to maintain a constant production level. 

The lifting of fluids can be accomplished by either continuous or intermittent 

gas injection. In continuous flow gas lift, a continuous volume of high pressure 

gas is introduced into the annulus and tubing at controlled rates, causing a 
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continuous flow of fluids from the well. This artificial lift method is usually 

applied to high productivity index (P.I) wells which have high bottom hole 

pressure relative to their depths. The other gas lift method involves intermittent 

rather than continuous injection of lift gas. It is generally applied only when a 

limited amount of fluid is flowing from the reservoir into the well bore. Under 

these conditions, it becomes necessary to wait until the fluid volume in the well 

bore builds up to a level worth lifting. Once the fluid builds to acceptable level, 

a slug of gas is injected down the annulus through a gas lift valve and into the 

tubing where it pushes the column of fluid to the surface as a slug. Gas injection 

is then interrupted until the fluid level builds up again to the appropriate level. 

Cycling is regulated to coincide with the build up of the fluid level in the well 

bore. Intermittent injection and intermittent production are accomplished by the 

use of a time cycle controller and an adjustable choke located at the surface on 

the gas injection line. Ideally, intermittent flow gas lift is suited for a well which 

has a high productivity index but a low average reservoir pressure or, 

alternatively, a well with a low productivity index but high reservoir pressure. 

The major feature of gas lift as an artificial lift mechanism is the fact that the 

density of gas is much less than that of oil or salt water. When injected into the 

tubing, it aerates the liquid colunm. 
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2.2 FLUID PROPERTY CORRELATIONS. 

The evaluation of fluid properties is one of the main concerns in the handling of 

the different stages of oilfield operations, such as in the determination of 

pressure gradients occurring in multiphase fluid flow, the design of surface 

operation facilities, the design of artificial lift installations and the design of 

every piece of equipment involved in the production and transportation of crude 

oil. Some of these properties such as; solution gas-oil ratio, oil formation 

volume factor and oil viscosity can also be predicted or defined empirically. The 

solution gas-oil ratio is the amount of gas in standard cubic feet dissolved at a 

certain pressure and temperature per barrel of oil (see equations 2.2 and 2.3). 

The formation volume factor - FVF is the ratio of the amount of reservoir oil at 

a given temperature and pressure that would yield one barrel of oil at standard 

conditions (14.7psia and 60ºF), see equations 2.6 and 2.8. Viscosity in general, 

is a measure of resistance of the fluid to flow at a given pressure and 

temperature (see equations 2.11 and 2.13).  

Although there are a number of empirical property correlations available, the 

correlations developed by Kartoatmodjo and Schmidt (1991) at the University 

of Tulsa will be primarily discussed. These correlations were developed from 

large pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) data sets, and were gathered from 

numerous locations worldwide. The correlation outperformed other fluid 
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physical property correlations used currently in the industry to model phase 

flow/behaviours in a pipe system (Schmidt, 1997). 

 

2.2.0 GAS SPECIFIC GRAVITY CORRELATIONS. 

The effect of the separator pressure on fluid physical properties has been studied 

by Cook et al, (1946) and Vasquez (1971). Variation in the separator pressure is 

shown to have effect on produced gas-oil ratio, tank oil gravity, formation 

volume factor and gravity produced gas. Since gas gravity is one of the 

independent variables used in the development of fluid correlations, there is a 

need to standardize the separator pressure at which gas gravity is going to be 

reported. Once the separator is standardized, a correlation has to be developed 

to estimate a correction factor needed to correct the gas gravity isothermally 

from any separator pressure to the standard separator. 

Following the functional form of Vasquez correction factor (Kartoatmodjo and 

Schmidt, 1991), the following empirical equation was obtained using 208 points 

(Vasquez used only 124 data points) shown in Equation 2.1: 
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Where: 

Tsep = separator temperature, ºF 

Psep = Separator pressure, psia 

C = 
gCON

=Corrected gas gravity 

 

2.2.1 SOLUTION GAS-OIL RATIO 

Since Vasquez and Beggs (1980) correlation was found to be the best of 

existing correlations by Kartoatmodjo and Schmidt (1991) after reviewing it 

with five other correlations. The correlations that were reviewed and tested 

using data bank were Standing (1974), Lasater (1958), Glaso (1980), Marhoun 

(1988), and Obomanu and Okpobiri (1987). It was decided to follow Vasquez 

and Beggs approach and group the data into two groups 

 

For API <=30; 
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------------ 2.2 

For API >30; 
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Where: 

Rs = Solution gas-oil ratio, SCF/STBO 

T = temperature, ºF 

P = Pressure, Psia. 

 

2.2.2 THE BUBBLE POINT PRESSURE. 

Equations 2.2 and 2.3 that were developed for the solution-gas-oil-ratio can be 

used to predict the bubble point pressure. In other words, if a gas-oil-ratio is 

known, which can be either the produced gas-oil ratio or the formation gas-oil-

ratio, the pressure at which this gas goes in solution (i.e. the bubble point 

pressure), can be calculated by using Equations 2.2 and 2.3. The final 

correlation is given by Vasquez and Beggs (1980) as 

For API = 30; 
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For API >30; 
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2.2.3 FORMATION VOLUME FACTOR. 

The six correlations earlier mentioned were reviewed and evaluated by 

Kartoatmodjo and Schmidt(1991) using flash data bank. Standing’s correlation 

was found to be the best and its functional form was used for the development 

of a new correlation given as: 

 

Bo = 0.98496 + 0.0001F 501

     ------------ 2.6 

Where; 

F = Rs
755 250

gcorr
501

o + 0.45T     
------------ 2.7

 

Where; 

o = oil gravity (water = 1) 

T = temperature, ºF 

 

2.2.4 OIL FORMATION VOLUME FACTOR (ABOVE BUBBLE POINT 

PRESSURE) AND ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSIBILITY OF OIL. 

The oil formation volume factor above bubble point pressure is a function of the 

change in the reservoir pressure, above the bubble point pressure, and the 

isothermal coefficient of expansion, Co. For a given crude oil composition, the 

relationship is given by: 
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Bo = obB  PPc be
_

        ------------2.8 

 

Where, B b0  is the formation volume factor at the bubble point pressure that can 

be estimated using Equations 2.6 and 2.7. Kartoatmodjo and Schmidt, (1991) 

derived equation for the Isothermal compressibility is as follows: 

Ck = 0.83415 + 0.5002 log(Rs) + 0.3613 log(API) + 0.7606 log(T) -0.35505 log (
g
) 

-------------- 2.9 

Then;  

)10/(10 6 PC ck

        ------------ 2.10 

 

2.2.5 DEAD OIL VISCOSITY 

The term dead oil viscosity represents the viscosity of gas-free oil, and the live 

oil viscosity represents the viscosity of gas saturated system. Among the 

popular dead oil viscosity correlations are those presented by Beal (1970), 

Glaso (1980) and Beggs-Robinson (1975). Glaso’s functional form was 

adoptedfor the the new dead oil viscosity correlation, since it gave the best 

result when tested using the data bank.The resultant equation is given by 

Kartoatmodjo and Schmidt (1991) as: 

 

µod = 
9718.26)log(7526.58177.28 )}{log(100.16   T

od APIT
 

------------ 2.11 
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Where; 

µod = cP 

 

2.2.6 LIVE OIL VISCOSITY 

Two publication were considered: The Chew-Connally (1959) and the Beggs-

Robbinson (1975). The equations presented below by Kartoatmodjo and 

Schmidt (1991) is the mordified Chew-Connally correlation. The live oil 

viscosity correlations were developed by taking advantage of the fact that a 

linear relationship exists between log 10 (µod) and log 10 ( µol) for a particular value 

of dissolved gas. 

µol = a µod
b
         

------------ 2.12 

µol = -0.06821 + 0.9824 × f + 0.0004034 ×f
2
   

------------ 2.13
 

 

Equation 2.13 is the modified form of the Chew-Connally (equation 2.12) 

Where; 

f = 0.2001 + 0.8428 × 10
)5165.043.0(000845.0 yRs od  
  ------------ 2.14 

And;  

y = 10
Rs 00081.0

        ------------ 2.15 
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2.2.7 VISCOSITY OF UNDERSATURATED OIL 

The only two correlations considered byKartoatmodjo and Schmidt(1991) for 

predicting the undersaturated oil viscosity were those by Beal (1970) and 

Vasquez-Beggs (1980). Sutton et al presented an emperical equation by curve 

fitting Beal’s Charts. Kartoatmodjo and Schmidt used the functional form of 

Sutton’s equations to develope a new correlation. The resultant equation is 

given as: 

µo = 1.00081 ×µo b  + 0.0001127 × (p-p b ) × (-0.006517× µo

8148.1

b + 0.038 × µo

590.1

b ) 

------------ 2.16 

2.3 PRINCIPLES OF TWO-PHASE FLOW 

Flow equations of the porous media are generally derived from the law of mass 

conservation, Darcy’s law and equation of state. The objective of this section is 

not to derive the partial differential equations which describe the flow of 

petroleum fluids in porous media based on these three laws of energy/motion 

and their interrelations. 

The principal components of the equation for predicting pressure losses in any 

fluid flow problem are; elevation or static component, friction component and 

acceleration component (Brown et al, 1980). For vertical or inclined flow, the 

elevation component is normally the most important. Thus the equation of flow 

for fluids in pipes (single or multiphase) can be written as: 
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Total pressure loss = Loss caused by elevation + Loss caused by friction + Loss 

caused by acceleration        
------------ 2.17

 

A more specific equation for simple phase flow as given by Brill-Beggs (1978) 

that represents all terms may be written as follows: 
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And for multiphase flow: 
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------------ 2.19
 

 

Where: 

ρ =density  

v = velocity 

d  = pipe diameter 

g = acceleration caused by gravity 

gc = conversion factor 

f  = friction factor = 
d

dp pressure gradient  

m = mixture properties. 
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Fig 2.1  General flow Schematic
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The equation for fliud flow in pipes, which is good for single or multiphase 

fluid and for any angle (upward direction) of flow is illustrated graphically in 

Fig. 2.1. 

Apart from being the most important component in inclined flow, the elevation 

component is also the most difficult to properly evaluate because many 

variables affect it. It generally contributes over 70% of the total pressure loss 

(Aziz et al, 1972). The elevation component is the principal component that 

causes wells to load-up or die. Many low-flow rate gas wells, if making some 

liquid, will eventually accumulate sufficient liquid to cause the well to die or 

flow at very low rates. The prediction of when to expect this to occur in gas 

wells is difficult and complex. 

In order to determine the elevation component, it is necessary to determine the 

density of the mixture in a static condition. To do this, we must be able to 
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determine the fractional part of the pipe occupied by gas and that occupied by 

liquid (Hagedorn and Brown, 1965). The fractional parts are called holdup (H
L
) 

and gas hold up (Hg), respectively. They vary from top to bottom of the well as 

well as varying with numerous factors such as liquid rate, gas rate, viscosity, 

etc. 

There is a correlation by Hagedorn and Brown (1965) which can be used to 

predict the holdup value and once the holdup value is determined, the density 

can be readily calculated from Equation 2.20 

                          ------------ 2.20 

Where:  

3m
Ibm

ft
   

The gradient in psi/ft is ρm/144 and represents the elevation gradient at one set 

of conditions. 

In order to determine the elevation component, it is important to determine the 

density of the mixture in a static condition. To do this, the fractional part of the 

pipe occupied by liquid and by gas must be determined (Fig. 2.2). That part of 

the pipe occupied by liquid is called holdup (HL). 
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              Fig 2.2:  Hold-up Illustration  
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The friction component can vary from the rather complex correlations to the 

simplified correlations (Ross, 1961). Hagedorn and Brown (1965) used a 

standard Darcy-Weisbach plot and incorporated a two-phase Reynolds number, 

Re as shown in Equation 2.22. 
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Re 102.2
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------------ 2.22

 

The most common way of determining mixture viscosity µm is to take the 

average viscosity based on the portion of the pipe occupied by each phase 

(Orkiszewski, 1967) that is: 

)1( LgLLm HH  
   ------------ 2.23 

And;  

wwooL FF  
    ------------ 2.24 
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Where: 

F o  = Oil friction  

Fw = water friction  

L  = Viscosity of liquid 

g  = Viscosity of gas  

m  = Viscosity of mixture 

H L  = Liquid Holdup 

 

However, other methods of determining m exist, such as this one used by 

Hagedorn and Brown,(1965). 

     
    

      
   

------------ 2.25
 

Viscosity of emulsions presents complete different challenges and extensive 

research works regarding correct prediction of pressure loss for emulsified flow 

have been carried out (Brown et al, 1980). 

Frictional losses comprise form 1-30% of the total pressure loss while the loss 

caused by elevation (vertical or inclined flow) range from 70% to 98% of the 

total in the system (Brown et al, 1980). The third component which is the 

acceleration term (sometimes called the kinetic energy component) is based on 

the changing velocities that must occur between various positions of the pipe. In 
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about 98% of actual field cases, it contributes to 10% of the total pressure loss. 

However, it should be always included in any computer calculations. (Hagedorn 

and Brown, 1965). 

The general Hagedorn and Brown (1965) equation for vertical multipahse flow 

(oil wells) is given as: 

   
  

  
  

 

  
       

   

                
    

  
  

 

   
 

  
 

------------ 2.26 

Where; 

m  =  L H L +g(1-H L ) 



P

=
ft

Psi

 

gc
g = 1.00  

 

W  = mass flow rate Ibm/day 

d  = pipe ID, ft 

m  = Average density, Ibm/ft 3  

Vm = mixture velocity, ft/sec 

F = friction factor 
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2.4  TWO-PHASE FLOW IN PIPES 

The two phase flow correlations commonly used for vertical multiphase flow in 

oil wells are; Hagedron and Brown, Dun and Ross, Beggs and Brill correlations. 

(Brill et al, 1978). The Dukler-Eaton correlations were developed for horizontal 

flow in pipelines and gives reasonably good results for pressure loss and liquid 

hold-up calculations. This correlation can also be applied to any pipeline 

inclination. Another good horizontal multiphase flow correlation has been found 

to be Beggs and Brill (Brown and Beggs, 1980). It covers the the entire range of 

rates and pipe sizes and field experience has shown it to be one of the best even 

for inclined flow. 

It is very important to accurately define flow patterns because pressure loss 

calculations are flow regime dependant. The different flow patterns are as a 

result of the different physical distribution of gas and liquid that may occur in 

the pipeline. Various maps/graphs are available for predicting flow patterns. 

Flow patterns can be predicted from gas and liquid flow rates, pipeline 

inclination, fluid physical properties or a combination of more than one 

condition. The Mandhane map (Mandhane, 1974) is one of the most widely 

used for flow pattern prediction from the knowledge of gas and liquid flow 

rates. Other popular maps are the Beggs map (Begg and Brill, 1973) and the 

Mukherjee map (1979). The use of more than one map serves as a method of 

cross-referencing. 
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Flow patterns, along with pipe inclination, liquid hold-up, fluid composition, 

flow rates and fluid physical properties determine pressure loss along the length 

of the pipeline. The exact effect of each of these factors in determining pressure 

loss is not known theoretically and as such, physical correlations combined with 

pressure-loss equations are required to solve practical problems. Some 

commonly accepted two-phase flow patterns are as follows: 

1. Wavy pattern 

2. Stratified pattern 

3. Mist pattern 

4. Bubble pattern 

5. Slug pattern, etc. 

 

2.5 APPLICATION OF SYSTEM ANALYSIS TO CONTINUOUS GAS 

LIFT 

System analysis is a procedure used to analyze the influence of individual 

production components such as tubing size, flowline size, separator and 

injection pressure and well capacity on the entire system in order to optimize an 

individual well or a group of wells. System analysis was first described by 

Gilbert (1954) for continuous flowing wells. This technique was later perfected 

by Brown (1980) and Nind (1981). Their procedure used gradient curves and 

other empirical correlations for two-phase pressure drop so that hand calculated 

analysis could be performed. Recently, this process has been computerized and 
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today most producing companies have some sort of system analysis program 

and are using it on a daily basis to optimize existing production facilities or to 

design new ones. The use of this technique has proved to be extremely 

beneficial. 

Brown et al (1981) presented an extension of system analysis technique to the 

optimization of continuous gas-lift installations. The system graphs were 

generated using a Johnston Macco Schlumberger mainframe computer program. 

This presentation did not cover gas lift valve spacing and the effect of gas lift 

valve performance on the overall performance of a continuous gas lift system. 

The reason for avoiding the role of a gas lift valve at that time was that gas lift 

performance data were available only on a limited basis. Teledyne Merla 

(Schmidt et al, 1990) started testing their valves and providing their user with 

the valve performance curves. 

In order to use system analysis to optimize a continuous gas lift installation and 

thereby reduce operating costs, three conditions have to be met; 

- Additional research/investigation must be carried out on the 

performance of the individual production component that mostly 

affects the entire system performance (especially those that are least 

understood). 
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- Fast, efficient and accurate design tool must be available and easy to 

use. 

- The producer must gather reliable data on reservoir performance, two-

phase piping performance as well as fliud performance. 

Currently, design programs/tools are available for personal computer (PC) users 

thereby placing this important technology within the reach of every production 

engineer. One of such PC based computer program that has been developed is 

well evaluation model (WEM). The program performs sensitivity analysis on 

any system component from which the optimum components can be selected.  

The tool can also use this optimal component selection to generate the gas-lift 

performance curve from which the desired gas or liquid design rate can be 

selected. The gas lift string can be designed using either a pressure operated, 

proportional response or fluid operated design. This program is simple to use 

and has been employed extensively in this project. 

Other application programs designed to operate in the PC environment are 

available and more are coming into the market. Examples of such programs are 

System Analysis Model (SAM), Integrated Production Model (IPM), 

PROSPER, CEALC, etc. However, the effectiveness of such computer 

programs can only be realized if the user has a firm grasp on the fundamentals. 
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2.6  GAS LIFT STABILITY 

It is natural for gas lift designs to be susceptible to instability in flow. Therefore 

after a design has been completed, it is necessary to determine it’s stability to 

flow.  

According to Grupping et al (1984), the unstable behaviour of continuous-flow 

gas lift wells can often be explained by annulus heading that develops when 

reservoir and well conditions gradually change over a given time. A computer 

program has been written which simulates the heading action of continuous-

flow gas lift systems and analyses the merits of several stabilization methods. 

Continuous-flow gas lift wells are designed to produce at constant gas injection 

and liquid production rates as well as steady gas-injection and wellhead 

pressures. However, unwanted cyclical heading frequently occurs. This heading 

reduces production capacity and leads to operational problems, including 

excessive vibration, fluctuating suction pressures and compressor shutdown. 

Gilbert (1954) described flowing oil wells by identifying a variety of causes. He 

distinguished annulus heading that can be prevented by isolating the annulus 

with a packer from heading that can be corrected by installing a proper flow 

bean. Grupping et al (1984) identified another form of heading described as 

formation heading. He further analyzed formation heading showing that it is 

caused by two formations with different gas/liquid ratios producing together 

through one tubing. 
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Simmons (1972) suggested that heading in continuous-flow gas-lift wells can be 

corrected by over injection of gas. Demos and Tiemann (1982) presented an 

example in which gas-lift wells are stabilized by installing orifices in the lower 

most gas-lift mandrel. 

 

2.6.1 STABILIZATION 

Methods of eliminating annulus heading in continuous flow gas lift wells should 

be based on the principle that the choking effect exercised at the surface 

injection orifice, relative to that of the downhole orifice should be decreased or 

minimized. By so doing, pressure is prevented from reaching a very low valve 

and continuous injection of gas through a downhole orifice is maintained. 

Ideally, the surface orifice should be removed altogether, which would make the 

annulus part of the gas distribution system. Operationally, this may not be 

achievable because gas injection rates could then be adjusted only by downhole 

wire line orifice changes. Several methods exist to decrease the choking effect 

of the surface orifice relative to the down hole orifice (Grupping et al, 1984). 

Bertuzzi et al (1953) observed that when the lift-gas input rate was reduced 

below a certain minimum, violent heading would occur and the liquid 

production would eventually cease. They postulated that a sudden drop in 

pressure in the tubing brought about a sudden surge of gas into the tubing. The 

volume of gas surging into the tubing is dependent on the pressure and the 
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volume of the gas in the annular space. If the pressure in the annular space 

dropped too much, gas ceases to flow into the tubing. 

During the last few years, attempts have been made to understand and to qualify 

gas-lift instabilities with numerical techniques. One approach is to make a 

dynamic numerical model of the gas-lift system, assuming that instabilities that 

occur when the model is run on a computer represents physical flow instabilities 

as Grupping et al (1984) did. This succeeded in demonstrating unstable flow 

behaviour by numerical means. The other approach is to apply linear stability 

analysis directly on a mathematical model of the flow system. Fitremann et al 

(1985) performed linear stability analyses for a gas lift system. The results after 

low-pressure simplifications were shown to correspond to small scale laboratory 

experiments. No field data comparisons were attempted. 

 

Tubing

Production

Lift Gas

Gas conduit
(annulus ordedicated string)

Downhole choke

RESERVOIR

     Fig 2.3:  Gas lift System  
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Fig 2.3 shows an abstraction of a gas lift system. It is assumed that the high-

pressure lift gas enters the surface inlet of the gas conduit (surface piping and 

casing/tubing annulus or dedicated lift string) at a constant rate. The lift gas will 

flow through the gas conduit and enter the tubing through a subsurface injection 

port. The gas inflow rate into the tubing is governed by the pressure difference 

across the port, between the gas conduit and the tubing. By conventional gas-lift 

design, constant inflow of lift gas is assumed. As mentioned, the tubing pressure 

might show temporary variations, causing temporary variations in gas inflow 

rates.  

If an increase of gas inflow causes increased pressure difference between the 

gas conduit and the tubing, the gas inflow to the tubing will increase. This 

“positive feed-back” leads to unstable flow behaviour as described by Bertuzzi 

et al (1953). If an increase the flow of gas causes decrease in the pressure 

difference between the gas conduit and the tubing, gas flow will decrease. 

Under this condition, the gas-lift system will be stabilized by negative feedback. 

 

2.6.2 STABILITY MECHANISMS 

There are two distinct stability mechanisms: 

1. The first quantifies stabilization as a result of inflow responses of 

reservoir fluid and lift gas.  
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2. The second quantifies stabilization caused by depletion of the gas conduit 

pressure. 

A decrease in the down-hole tubing pressure will cause an increase in flow of 

both reservoir fluid and lift gas. If the flow of gas relatively increases more than 

the flow of liquid, the density of the fluid mixture decreases. This reduces static 

head and flow friction and thus may accentuate instabilities. On the other hand, 

if the density increases in response to decreasing pressure, both the static head 

and flow friction will increase and the system will be stabilized by negative 

feedback. Thus this mechanism becomes the flow response mechanism. [Note: 

this occurs when the inflow rate of the heavier reservoir fluids is more sensitive 

to pressure than lift-gas flow rate. 

For the pressure-depletion response, a decrease in tubing pressure will cause 

increase in the inflow of lift gas. However, this increase in inflow of lift gas will 

also deplete the gas conduit pressure. If the gas flow rate reverses to stabilize 

the flow due to decrease in the pressure difference between the gas conduit and 

tubing the lift-gas rate will also decrease. 

 

2.6.3  STATIC AND DYNAMIC INSTABILITIES 

As a final comment on stability/instability, there is a need to mention types of 

instability we may likely be dealing with in continuous gas-lift systems. These 

are simply situations that can cause the system to translate to a totally different 
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operating condition when small flow perturbations occur. This category of 

instability is sometimes called static instability. For two-phase flow in pipes, 

another type of instability, an oscillatory one can occur. This category is 

sometimes called dynamic instability. Ishii (1982) presented further details on 

the differences between static and dynamic instability. Also, Fitremann and 

Vedrines (1985) gave classic methods by which dynamic instabilities can be 

analyzed. 

 

2.7 GAS ALLOCATION 

Injection gas allocation in gas lifted well assumes more importance as more and 

more wells are being produced using gas lift. In case of unlimited gas 

availability, gas allocation amounts to allotting maximum amount to each well 

so as to maximize the production. Most often, this is not the case and available 

injection gas quantity remains limited due to either limited compression 

capacity and/or previous gas sales commitment. Naturally, a field engineer 

would like to allocate gas such that the goal of maximizing production along 

with profits is realized. 

In the event of limited gas supply, any suitable pressure gradient calculation 

software packages can be used to quickly estimate the effect of changing gas 

injection on overall oil production, and corresponding economic impact could 

be quickly assessed. According to Kanu et al (1981), allocation of gas to wells 
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on continuous lift can affect profitability. Excessive gas input is costly because 

of high gas prices and compressor costs. Insufficient gas allocation in a field 

with limited gas availability also reduces profitability. Kanu et al (1981) 

developed an economic slope (simple graphical procedure) to alleviate the 

problem of excessive gas usage. The economic slope relates liquid production 

and gas injection to cost and profit. 

Not only is economic and efficient gas allocation is an acute problem in an 

unlimited gas situation, another important aspectof gas allocation that deserves 

attention is the area of limited gas. Optimization usually involves injecting the 

necessary quantity of gas that will yield maximum production as presented by 

Kanu et al (1981). This method also uses a simple graphical procedure to 

allocate gas to wells efficiently in a field operating under limited gas conditions. 

This has to be done alongside economic considerations.  
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2.8 PREDICTINNG TEMPERATURE PROFILES IN GAS LIFT 

WELLS 

Predicting accurate temperature profiles in flowing wells can greatly improve 

the design of production facilities in petroleum engineering. The will result in 

two-phase flow pressure drop calculation being more accurate, which in turn 

can improve artificial lift design. Gas lift design can also be improved by 

accurately predicting the temperature at the valve depth. By this, the valve’s 

dome pressure can be set more accurately, thereby improving the predictability 

of valve throughput. The gas-lift valve temperature is equivalent to the 

temperature of the flowing liquid in the well at the point. The importance of the 

temperature effect on gas lift valve is especially important for nitrogen-charged, 

pressure operated gas-lift valves. 

 

2.8.1 METHODS OF FLOWING WELL TEMPERATURE 

PREDICTIONS 

It is sometimes assumed that the calculated geothermal temperature (from 

geothermal gradients) is the fluid temperature. This assumption, according to 

Sagar (1991) is inaccurate because geothermal and flowing fluid temperatures 

are very different. 
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Flowing wellhead temperature and the bottom-hole temperature are used to 

develop a flowing linear temperature gradient (Sagar, 1991). This gradient is 

given by Equation 2.27 

Depth

TBHT
Fg wh
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------------ 2.27
 

This method has drawbacks because the flowing temperature profile is not 

linear, and the measured wellhead temperature deviates from the normal 

measured temperature profile. Wellhead fluid temperatures are often unreliable 

because of daily and seasonal temperature variations. In particular, steel is a 

very good conductor of heat and variations in temperature of the surrounding 

equipment can greatly influence the wellhead fluid temperatures. 

The general temperature model (enthalpy balance) is derived from the total 

energy balance equation, assuming steady-state conditions and no work done by 

or to the flowing fluid. The radial transfer of heat between the fluid and the 

earth has been discussed in details by Ramey (1962). The radial heat transfer 

from the fluid to the cement-earth interface is given by Equation 2.28: 
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Where; 

U = overall heat transfer coefficient between the fluid and cement-earth 

surface 

r ti = inside tubing radius 

w t = total mass flow rate 

Tf  = flowing fluid temperature 

Th = cement-earth interface temperature. 

 

The radial heat transfer from the cement-earth interface to the surrounding earth 

is given by Willhite (1967) as Equation 2.29. 
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Where ke is the thermal conductivity of the earth and f(t) is the transient heat 

conduction time function for the earth, and Te is the surrounding earth 

temperature. 

It is necessary to estimate the quantities, u, ke, and f(t). Evaluation of the overall 

heat transfer coefficient represents a difficult and critical step in finding an 

accurate solution. Bird (1960) provided a detailed method for calculating the 

overall heat transfer coefficient in terms of natural convection, conduction and 
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radiation. The following assumptions are made to simplify the calculation of u 

(heat transfer coefficient). 

1. The thermal resistance of the pipe and casing are negligible when 

compared to the thermal resistance of the material in the tubing-

casing, because steel has a high thermal conductivity, 

2. The radiation and convection coefficients are negligible and can be 

ignored. 

Ramey (1962) suggested values for both the transient time function and the 

thermal conductivity of the earth. The transient time function can be 

approximated by using long-term solution to the radial heat conduction problem 

for an infinitely long cylinder. Ramey (1962) also suggests that for most 

geographical areas, the values of the thermal conductivity of the earth is 

approximately 1.4 Btu/hr ft ºF 

The Joule-Thompson coefficient (equation) determines the amount of heating or 

cooling due to pressure change within a fluid flowing up the well. Using basic 

thermodynamic principles, the Joule-Thompson coefficient can be determined 

from an equation of state for the particular fluid mixture: 
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Where; 

Cpm = specific heat of mixture (Btu/Ibm- ºF). 

T = temperature ºF. 

V  = specific volume. 

µ = Joule – Thompson Coefficient.  

 

In order to illustrate the behaviour qualities of the Joule-Thompson effect for a 

typical hydrocarbon mixture, a graph of a family of constant enthalpy curves is 

plotted verses temperature and pressure. As shown in Figure 2.4 by Ramey 

(1962), where the slope of the constant enthalpy curve is positive, corresponds 

to Joule- Thompson cooling. Conversely, when the slope is negative, Joule-

Thompson heating occurs. 
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Fig 2.3: Enthalpy curves for a typical Hydrocarbon mixture illustrating the Joule - Thompson’s Coefficient
(Source: Ramsey, 1962)
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For the range of temperatures, pressures and two-phase fluid mixtures (typical 

to oil wells) encountered in a flowing well, Joule-Thompson cooling is more 

significant than the Joule-Thompson heating. Joule-Thompson heating would 

typically occur in some gas condensate systems and could be determined from 

the composition of the mixture. Joule-Thompson is usually associated with a 

higher gas component in the two-phase mixture. The general conclusion that 

can be drawn from this trend is that wells having relatively high liquid hold-ups, 

caused either by having lower gas-liquid ratios or higher wellhead pressures 

will experience little Joule-Thompson cooling or heating. However, for wells 

operating with low liquid hold-ups, Joule-Thompson cooling could be much 

more significant. If such operating conditions occur, this suggests that a more 

accurate determination of the Joule-Thompson coefficient would be required 

relative to the specific hydrocarbon mixture being produced. 
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Alves et al (1992) proposed a unified temperature model to predict fluid 

temperatures in well bores and pipelines. The model uses an approximation for 

a “black-oil” Joule-Thompson coefficient. The Alves et al (1989) model is 

general and can be used to determine temperature profiles in wells and pipelines 

without knowing the composition of the fluid mixture. 

Sagar et al (1989) used measured temperature data from 392 wells to develop a 

correlation for Fc (correction factor). Equation 2.31 was used to calculate Fc for 

each flowing temperature that had been measured. The measured surface 

temperature was excluded from the correlation development and a correlation 

for Fc was developed using multiple-regression analysis. The following is the 

correlation developed by Sagar et al (1989) for Fc. 

Fc = 0.0, when Wt ≥ 5.0 Ibm/sec 

------------ 2.31
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When;  

Wt < 5.0Ibm/sec 

Where;  

γAPI = oil gravity (ºAPI) 

g = Specific gas gravity (air = 1) 

wh = wellhead pressure psig) 

gG  = Geothermal gradient (ºF/ft) 

GLR  = Gas liquid ratio 

The Sagar et al (1989) model is ideal for problems involving gas lift wells. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3.0 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 GASLIFT DESIGN BASIS 

The gas lift design process is composed of two stages. They include: 

1) The spacing of mandrels and/or gas lift valves, and 

2) The calculation of setting pressures for unloading valves. 

The objective of the design process is to ensure that the unloading valves are 

closed when the well is lifting from the designed operating point. Each of the 

design techniques presented in this study has been developed for the stated 

objective of achieving single -point injection. With this in mind, it is often 

desirable to incorporate various forms of “design bias” into gas lift designs. 

This bias is used to ensure that the design is successful in accomplishing the 

above stated objective. That is, to ensure that the unloading valves are closed 

when the well is lifting from the designed operating point. There are numerous 

forms of design bias. They include: 

1. Design bias at the transfer point 

2. Casing pressure bias 

3. Temperature bias 

4. FWHP bias 

5. Available injection pressure bias and even selection of the flowing 

gradient curves. 
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Transfer Point Bias: 

One of the most common forms of design bias involves the location of 

the transfer point (and accordingly, the spacing of the mandrels.) This 

bias is intended to account for uncertainty in the flowing gradient as it 

pertains to the unloading process. The transfer point is located using the 

design bias added to the tubing pressure at valve depth. There are several 

different approaches in taking this design bias, based on different 

assumptions, as follows: 

1. A fixed percentage of the differential between the tubing and 

casing pressure. The rationale for this approach is that it will bias 

the transfer point more at the top of the well than at the bottom of 

the well. During unloading at the top of the well, the well basically 

u-tubes fluid around from the casing at the top of the well. 

However, as work progresses down the well, it begins to get 

drawdown on the formation, producing well fluids and formation 

gas, which aids in the unloading process. For this reason, biasing 

the upper mandrels is believed by many to have a greater effect on 

the unloading process than biasing the lower mandrels. 

2. A fixed percentage of the tubing pressure. For the upper unloading 

valves, there is a certain amount of design bias built-in when the 

objective tubing gradient is chosen as the location for the transfer 

pressures. This is easily illustrated by generating an equilibrium 
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curve for the well. If we develop an equilibrium curve for the 

objective production rate, we will find that the resulting pressures 

will be considerably less than those found using the objective 

tubing gradient. Hence, we have built-in design bias when we use 

an objective tubing gradient to design the system. As we move 

down the hole, the equilibrium curve and objective tubing gradient 

start to converge. Therefore, the greatest uncertainty is not at the 

upper unloading valves; but, rather, is at the lower unloading 

valves. The ultimate result of this method is that the spacing at the 

top of the well is relatively unaffected, while the mandrels at the 

bottom of the well are forced closer together. A comparison of the 

various methodologies should also reveal that this method would 

actually result in fewer mandrels being placed in the well. This is 

because the differential pressure (and spacing) is widest at the top 

of the well. 

3. Constant value (50 psi): This method is a simple and rough 

approach. It simply involves adding a fixed value to the tubing 

pressure at depth to determine the transfer point of each valve. 

 

Other forms of design bias: 

a. FWHP – Engineers often choose to select a flowing wellhead 

pressure which is higher than what will be seen in reality. This has 
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the effect of moving the entire objective tubing gradient to the 

right, and indirectly does the same thing as the transfer pressure 

bias discussed above. It may be desirable to choose a slightly 

higher wellhead pressure than what is anticipated, so that the well 

can operate effectively at higher than normal system pressures. 

b. Available injection pressure – It is often prudent to design a gas lift 

installation to operate at a kickoff pressure which is less than the 

actual injection pressure available. This will allow the well to 

unload even during situations such as compressor shut-downs, low 

gas sales line pressure, etc. 

c. Selection of flowing gradient – The selection of the flowing 

gradient curve can serve as yet another form of bias. Often, 

engineers will select a flowing gradient that is “heavier” (or further 

to the right) than what is anticipated. In most cases, this requires 

increasing either the water cut or rate associated with the curve. 

However, in applications with complex PVT properties, a more 

rigorous analysis is needed to know which gradient to select. 

d. Temperature bias – Another form of bias involves the selection of 

design temperatures for the unloading valves. Since the objective 

of the gas lift design is to ensure that the upper unloading valves 

are closed when the operating point is reached, it is often desirable 

to take additional precautions to ensure that this happens. One way 
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to ensure that this objective is achieved is to “temperature lock” the 

upper unloading valves. This is accomplished by selecting 

temperatures for the upper valves that are greater than the static 

temperature gradient, but less than the flowing temperature 

gradient. Since these temperatures are greater than the static 

temperature gradient, the valves will open while fluids are being u-

tubed from the casing to the tubing. However, once draw-down is 

achieved and the well starts to flow, the temperature at depth will 

be greater than what the valves were calibrated for, forcing the 

valves to “lock” closed. When temperature locking valves, it is 

important to select temperatures in such a way that the valves are 

not closed prematurely. Otherwise, the unloading process will 

become stymied. For this reason, this is considered an advanced 

design technique and should not be attempted without a thorough 

understanding of the processes involved. 

Casing pressure (or operating pressure) bias - This is probably the most 

common form of bias used in a gas lift design and serves as the basis of 

most design techniques. In order to ensure that each unloading valve 

closes when the successive valve opens, we must take a drop in casing 

pressure. However, the amount of pressure drop to take is often in 

dispute. There are two basic design techniques (and numerous variations) 

which have been developed to address this issue. They include: 
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a. the “fixed pressure drop” and  

b. the “Ppmax – Ppmin” methods.  

A summary of these methods and the rationale behind them follows: 

I. Constant pressure drop method – This is a very simple method for 

choosing pressure drops, that is based in large part on field experience. 

This method entails taking equal casing pressure drops for all valves in 

the design. This pressure drop is generally 10 – 30 psi and is based in 

large part upon field experience. An advantage of this method is that it 

allows the engineer to perform a less conservative design. This means 

that an experienced engineer will be able to inject deeper with the same 

amount of available injection pressure than they would be able to with the 

“Ppmax – Ppmin” method. A draw-back of this method is that it is less 

technically rigorous than other methods and does not necessarily 

incorporate valve mechanics into the design process. For this reason, it is 

strongly recommended that individuals using this method double-check 

their work by back-calculating the opening and closing pressures under 

design conditions. The proper application of this technique is an iterative 

process involving both valve spacing and calculation of opening and 

closing pressures. 

II. “Ppmax-Ppmin” method – This technique incorporates the relationship 

between valve mechanics and spacing in a design. The rationale and 

theory behind this design technique follows: 
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The amount of opening force supplied by production pressure to open the 

valve is a function of the port size (PPEF). The effective amount of 

opening pressure (Peo) supplied by the production pressure is: 

Peo = PPEF x Ppd -------------------------- 3.1 

Where Ppd is production pressure acting in valve. This means that 

pressure acting on the downstream (or tubing) side of the valve is 

equivalent to or gives the same effect on the opening the valve as some 

fraction of the pressure acting on upstream (or casing) side of the valve. 

Since the uncontrollable variable is the production pressure, it is 

important to approximate the amount it could increase. The maximum 

possible flowing production pressure (Ppmax), regardless of flow rate, 

occurs if the gradient curve between the flowing wellhead pressure and 

the injection pressure on the next valve form a straight line. In reality, this 

gradient would be curved, making “Ppmax” greater than what would be 

seen in reality. Therefore this is a certain amount of design bias built into 

this method. The minimum possible flowing production pressure (Ppmin) 

occurs when the well is lifted at the target point of injection. This is also a 

conservative approach, because the gradient curve during unloading will 

never be the same as the gradient curve during production. During the 

unloading process, the flowing production pressure will be between 

Ppmin and Ppmax, regardless of fluctuations in the flow rate. Therefore 

any increase in production pressure will not exceed the value of (Ppmax-
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Ppmin) and (Ppmax-Ppmin) can represent the maximum possible increase 

in production pressure. 

To prevent the opening of the valve, the possible increase in production 

pressure (Ppmax-Ppmin) must be anticipated by reducing the injection 

pressure by an equivalent value. With this in mind, the casing pressure for 

each valve needs to be lowered by the amount of: 

PD = PPEF x (Ppmax-Ppmin) ------------------------- 3.2 

 

3.2 DESIGN TOOLS AND CORRELATIONS. 

There are a number of pressure drop correlations in WEM and most of which 

has been discussed extensively in chapter two. Six are basically taken from 

standard theories, four have been modified in various ways (variants of the 

Duns and Ros, Beggs and Brill and Hagedorn and Brown correlations), and two 

are hybrids (Dukler-Eaton-Flanigan and Barnea-Ansari-Xiao (BAX)). The 

standard forms of the correlations follow the published references as closely as 

possible. The BAX correlation is mechanistic. 

There are three sources of pressure drop and they are: 

1. Hydrostatic Gradient which arises from the density of the multi-phase 

column of fluids. It is calculated from a knowledge of the liquid hold-up 

(the proportion of the flowing area occupied by liquid), and the densities 

of the phases. It is proportional to the cosine of the deviation, being zero 

in a horizontal pipe. Most correlations use a flow-regime map to 
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determine the type of flow, and then use a particular correlation for the 

flow regime concerned to determine hold-up. 

2. Friction Gradient arising from the drag of the fluids on the walls of the 

pipe. This is calculated in a specific way for each correlation, but 

generally uses the concept of a Friction Factor diagram (such as 

Moody’s) to calculate the friction factor as a function of the Reynolds 

Number and pipe roughness. The friction factor is used to calculate the 

friction pressure gradient. 

3. Acceleration Gradient arising from the increasing kinetic energy of the 

fluids as they expand and accelerate with decreasing pressure. This term 

is often negligible, but is always included in these correlations. All 

correlations in WEM use an acceleration term proposed by Beggs and 

Brill based on the mean phase velocities in each computational segment. 

Each correlation is described in terms of these three pressure gradient 

components. Note that, for the frictional gradient, the following correlations do 

not use the wall roughness entered in the component dialog box, but compute 

their own roughness factors internally: Beggs and Brill, Beggs and Brill (no-

slip), Fancher-Brown, Dukler-Eaton-Flanigan. 

Duns and Ros follow the methods described by Kermit Brown. The correlation 

makes use of a flow regime map covering bubble, slug and mist flow. There is a 

linear transition between slug and mist. Each regime has its own holdup 
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correlation. Holdup is not changed by deviation. Friction is calculated with 

liquid properties for bubble and slug flow, and gas properties for mist. In mist 

flow, wall friction is increased due to liquid ripples on the pipe wall. 

Duns and Ros (modified) has a flow regime map extended by the work of 

Gould et al. This includes a new transition region between bubble and slug 

flow, and an additional froth flow region a thigh flow rates. The holdup is 

considered as no-slip for froth flow, and is interpolated over the bubble-slug 

transition. The other holdup relationships are as for the standard Duns and Ros. 

To model deviation, the calculated holdup is modified using the Beggs and Brill 

corrections (see chapter two). 

Friction is calculated by the method proposed by Kleyweg. This uses a 

monophasic friction factor rather than two-phase, but involves use of an average 

fluid velocity. This is acclaimed to be a better method. 

Beggs and Brill again follows the methodology outlined by Brown. This 

correlation is unique in that it is based on a flow regime map for horizontal 

flow, from which a regime is first determined as if the flow were horizontal. A 

horizontal holdup is then calculated by correlations. Lastly, this 

holdup is corrected for the actual angle of deviation. Beggs and Brill’s 

correlation models up- and down-flow. It is therefore recommended for all 

pipeline applications. However, since it was not derived for vertical flow, it 

must be used with caution in vertical wells. Friction calculations in Beggs and 
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Brill use an internally defined two-phase smooth pipe friction factor. This may 

be expected to under-estimate friction in rough pipes. 

Beggs and Brill (no-slip) uses the same methodology as the standard Beggs 

and Brill, with the exception that the holdup used is not the horizontal holdup 

described above, but simply the no-slip holdup, without deviation correction. 

Beggs and Brill (modified) also uses the same methodology as the standard 

Beggs and Brill, with the following changes. There is no extra flow regime of 

froth flow, which (as in Duns and Ros (modified)) assumes a no-slip holdup. 

This is triggered by highly turbulent flow. The friction factor is changed from 

the smooth pipe model to the method used in Duns and Ros (modified) - a 

single-phase friction factor using pipe roughness and average fluid velocity. 

Hagedorn and Brown again is as per Brown, with the modifications to 

Hagedorn and Brown’s original work as recommended by them. These are: the 

use of the Griffith and Wallis correlation for bubble flow (using a simplified 

flow regime map to detect bubble flow); and the use of no-slip holdup if it gives 

greater density than Hagedorn and Brown’s correlation. There is no change to 

holdup with deviation. A two-phase friction factor using pipe roughness is used. 

Hagedorn and Brown (modified) involves the adjustment of the standard 

Hagedorn and Brown holdup for deviation using the Beggs and Brill correction. 

When Griffith and Wallis’ holdup correlation is invoked (in bubble flow), it is 
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also corrected. Otherwise, this is the same as the standard Hagedorn and Brown 

correlation. 

Fancher and Brown is a no-slip correlation, with no flow regime map. It has 

its own friction factor model, which is independent of pipe roughness. This 

correlation cannot be recommended for general use. According to Brown, it is 

only suitable for 2-3/8 - 2-7/8 inch tubing. It is included for any historical 

comparisons which may be required. Generally, it differs widely from the 

results of the other seven correlations. 

Orkizewski is again based on the description by Brown. This is perhaps the 

most sophisticated correlation, as it uses the work of Duns and Ros and Griffith 

and Wallis, for mist and bubble flow respectively (using a flow regime map 

similar to Duns and Ros). It has its own correlation in the slug flow region, 

which is based on the approach of Griffith and Wallis. A transition between slug 

and mist flow is also modeled. The holdup is adjusted for deviation using the 

Beggs and Brill correlation (as in the modified Duns and Ros and Hagedorn and 

Brown correlations). The friction factor calculation uses wall roughness but 

varies with flow regime, and for mist flow retains the Duns and Ros extra 

friction due to ripples in the film of liquid on the wall. 

Gray is a widely recommended correlation6 for gas and condensate systems 

which are predominantly gas phase (with liquid entrained as droplets). No flow 

regime map is used, flow being treated as pseudo-single phase. Water or liquid 
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condensate is considered to adhere to the pipe wall, resulting in a modified 

roughness term. 

Dukler-Eaton-Flanigan is a hybrid of the Dukler friction component and 

Flanigan correlation for the hydrostatic component. A mixture density is 

calculated using Dukler’s equation, but with Eaton’s holdup definition and this 

is used in Dukler’s friction term. The liquid density is used in the Flanigan 

hydrostatic term. The acceleration component is modeled with the Beggs and 

Brill correlation. This correlation is not suitable for down flow. 

BAX (Barnea-Ansari-Xiao) correlation is ‘mechanistic’ in that is has been 

formulated largely on physical modeling principles. It is applicable to all fluid 

types, in all sizes of pipe at any inclination. Flow regimes are predicted 

according to Barnea. Xiao’s model is used to compute the hydrostatic and 

frictional pressure gradients for stratified flow, and Ansari’s model for all other 

flow regimes. 

Hasan’s corrections for deviation from the horizontal or vertical are applied to 

these model where necessary. 

 

3.3 CANDIDATE SELECTION 

To identify, screen and prioritize candidates for gas lift initialization is a task for 

a multi-disciplinary team. In this project, gas lift initialization was implemented 

in stages. These stages included identification of opportunities, screening 
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alternatives, selection and evaluation of a base plan. This study does not include 

the implementation, monitoring and performance review of the base plan due to 

constraints of resource availability. 

This study will also be demonstrating design results from wells selected for gas 

lift initialization. Stepwise procedure for identifying, screening and designing of 

gas lift wells in mature fields will be discussed. 

Generally, gas lift initialization project involves laying of 4” and (or) 6” 

pipelines for the lift gas. These gas lines convey gas from a compressor station 

to the location of selected candidate well. It is therefore imperative that the 

selected wells for gas lift initialization project must be located within the 

vicinity of the compressor station and should be accessible. Pipeline laying is a 

huge cost item in any gas lift project and as such, must be fully evaluated in its 

own merit. The capacity of the compressor (and not the station) is another factor 

that determines the extent of the entire project. Available gas rate/volume at the 

compressor station must be considered in the design phase of the gas lift wells, 

as this can directly affect the design rate. The GLR (gas-liquid-ratio) is another 

critical factor that can influence the performance of the gas lift project in 

selected/individual wells. The expected production gains from wells currently 

producing from depleted reservoirs recommended for gas lift is the key 

performance index/indicator of the gas lift initialization project. The production 

gains in barrels from known and existing reserves will be economically 
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evaluated and compared with possible alternatives. Some of the 

completions/wellsare targeting reservoirs already identified for water injection 

support for maximum recovery. 

Considerations associated with this gas lift initialization study include: limited 

budget/time, lack of gas lift mandrels in old wells, annular fluid cleaning, 

availability of lift-gas and adequate gas injection pressure in the cluster/jackets. 

Potential problems such as interruptions in gas supply, sand and water 

production were looked into at the screening stage of the study.  

 

3.3.0 GAS LIFT CANDIDATE IDENTIFICATION AND 

SELECTION 

In the selection of gas lift candidates Wells in this study, a screening tool was 

employed. The screening process consisits of multiple steps grouped in four 

phases (also see figure F-2 in the appendix). 

3.3.1 PHASE 1: WELL AND RESERVOIRS ANALYSIS 

The well and reservoir analyses were carried out in eight main stages itemized 

below:   

 

1. Identifying closed-in and flowing wells with generally low tubing-

head pressure (FTHP) 
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2. Reviewing well test history; Gas-oil-ratio (GOR), water cut (BS&W), 

sand cut, choke size and oil ratio (BOPD). 

3. Determining well bore availability and/or mechanical feasibility for 

gas lift initiation. Some completions may have major mechanical 

issues that can compromise the integrity of any gas lift initiation. Such 

mechanical problem may require major work-over operation to 

correct. However, if the repair work required is classified as minor (i.e 

well bore clean up tubing patch/perforation, plug retrieval, sleeve 

opening/closing, wire line retrievable surface controlled sub-surface 

safety valve (WRSCSSV) replacement, etc.), the well i included as a 

candidate well. Some well bore are simply not available because target 

reservoirs have been permanently abandoned in the well bore. 

4. Comparing candidate well test performance with offset wells and 

ascertaining if problem of no/low production is well or reservoir 

dependent. 

5. Reviewing other completions in the same reservoir and determining 

the general reservoir performance. 

6. Carrying out nodal analysis on the well to match current or last well 

test parameters and history matching models with two or three past 

well test parameters to validate the model. 
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7. Carrying out gas lift design and determining the optimal lift depth, 

gas-lift valve size, gas kick-off pressure, lift-gas volume, incremental 

oil rate, etc. 

8. Performance with analysis on the well to determine performance with 

increased gas-liquid-ratio (LR) adjusted choke size/flowing tubing-

head pressure, increased/reduced injection pressure and rate, etc. 

 

3.3.2 PHASE 2: FACILITIES ANALYSIS 

Facilities analysis for the purpose of identifying and selecting possible gas lift 

candidate wells involves reviewing selected candidates with the facilities 

engineer. This review will include identifying production and operation 

constraints from facilities engineering point of view. These constraints are 

outlined below as follows: 

1. Identification of possible source for lift-gas on the 

wellhead/cluster/jacket. 

2. Availability of adequate gas injection pressure as required. 

3. Routing of gas lift lines. 

4. De-bottle necking of flow lines to further reduce flow line pressure 

(FLP) and optimize production. 

5. Wellhead/jacket/cluster upgrades and modifications (if required). 
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3.3.3 PHASE 3: ECONOMIC VIABILITY 

Finally, this phase involves preparing production forecast, obtaining the 

associated costs and running the economics. This phase is required for 

economic justification and presentation to obtain job/project execution 

approval. 

 

3.3.4 PHASE 4: GAS LIFT IMPLEMENTATION STAGE 

To arrive at the scope of study, several alternatives including full scale gas-lift 

implementation involving laying of gas lines from compression stations, 

utilizing high GOR well streams on the same slot/jacket with GLCC (gas-liquid 

cylindrical cyclone) were considered amongst others. However, the first phase 

is the initialization phase. 

Technical feasibility studies of artificial gas lift in the Niger delta have been 

carried out severally in the past decade (Adeyemi, 2002). 

Subsequent phases of the gas lift project will include analysis on the pipeline 

systems configuration, a system of 4” and 6” schedule 120 pipes are found to be 

best fit aimed at minimizing cost and providing a flexible gas lift network at the 

same time. The lines to be laid will be fed from compressor stations or a gas-

liquid cylindrical cyclone from a nearby well cluster for the “single-point” gas 

lift candidates. The “single-point” technique involves the mechanical punching 

of the tubing at the desired depth with an orifice check valve for gas injection. 
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This is mostly applicable to old wells originally completed without gas-lift 

mandrels (GLM). This technique eliminates the cost of a major rig work-over, if 

the old tubings are to be replaced with new ones. 

Also, the proposed gas lines will be laid only when the availability of sufficient 

amount of lift-gas has been ensured. The lines will be fed with compressed gas 

at a minimum pressure and rate determined by the gas lift design. 

 

3.3.5 GAS LIFT INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE 

The gas lift initialization involves the installation of gas lift valves of orifice 

inserts in the tubing to serve as a conduit for the gas lift. 

For normal continuous gas lift initiation in wells with gas lift mandrels (GLM), 

dummy valves in the GLM are pulled out and replaced with orifice valves 

already preset at the desired pressure and temperature. However, for wells 

without gas-lift mandrels, the “single-point” technique is used. Despite the 

perceived reduction in liquid yield due to shallower operating depth, this 

method is still very economical and will be shown in the later sections of this 

report. It also saves the high cost involved to pull the tubing and re-complete 

with gas lift mandrels. The “single-point” technique of punching a hole on the 

tubing, installing preset orifice valve on the tubing to serve as a conduit for gas 

lift can be achieved using a simple slick line unit which is a lot cheaper than 
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mobilizing a work-over rig to retrieve the old tubing and installing new ones 

with gas mandrels. 

Generally, the procedure involved in installing a continuous gas lift mechanism 

in a well is itemized /summarized as follows: 

- The tubing is drift-tested to confirm that the perforations and tubular 

are clear. A gauge cutter or gauge ring is used for drift-testing. 

- Pressure integrity tests on the tubing are carried out by plugging off 

the landing nipple and pressuring up the tubing from the surface to the 

depth of the landing nipple. Check for possible indications of a 

pressure drop or the gauge. 

- A pressure integrity test on the A-annulus (i.e. annulus between the 

tubing and casing) is carried out to confirm the integrity of the packer. 

Observations should be made for leaks or pressure drop. 

- A catcher is set e.g. plugging body in the tubing, directly below the 

designed operating depth. 

- The dummy valves in the tubing are pulled with gas lift mandrel and 

replaced with gas lift valves. For wells without GLMs, a hole is 

punched on the tubing with internal diameter as per design. Annular 

fluid is displaced and run a spacer pipe with an orifice insert and set 

across the hole to pack it off. 
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- Gas lift is kicked off by displacing annular fluid with gas. For older 

wells, annular fluid is likely to be oil base mud. Proper disposal must 

be pre-arranged. 

- The well is lifted/re-activated and put on production. 

 

3.3.6 CANDIDATE WELL SELECTION PROCESS 

HYSOL field is located south west of the Niger Delta with an average water 

depth of 28ft. Seventy five (75) oil horizons have been mapped to date with an 

average net thickness between 12-164ft and oil gravity between 25 to 45 deg 

API. HYSOL-1, the discovery well for HYSOL field was spudded in 1961. The 

field is approximately 18km long and 5km wide and known hydrocarborn 

interval is 6000ftss to 12500ftss. HYSOL field cummulative oil and gas 

production is currently 664 million barrels and 877 billion cubic feet 

respectively. Daily average oil and gas production rate for the field is 

46,000BOPD and 188MMSCF/D. 

A total of fifty-nine (59) wells in the HYSOL field were selected for 

preliminary screening as potential gas lift candidates. The screening process 

involved retrieving the last well test data for each individual well. During this 

first phase, seventeen (17) wells were eliminated because they had very high 

gas-oil ratios (GOR) that exceeded the threshold of 2000SCF/STB. Additional 

four wells were further eliminated due to high water cut (BS & W) exceeding 
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the 80% threshold. Well test data could not be sourced for five wells after 

several far-reaching attempts were made, thus making it very difficult to screen 

these wells and leaving a total of thirty-three (33) wells after the first (initial) 

preliminary screening (see Table 3.0). 

Further screening carried out on the remaining thirty three wells included 

reviewing current completion, status diagrams of the wells for possible 

mechanical problems / limitations which may jeopardize a successful gas-lift 

implementation exercise. 

This review/screening (described above) revealed that about thirteen (13) wells 

have major facilities and completion problems that present various operations 

and production constraints for a successful gas lift project. General reservoir 

performance for these wells and in other completions in the same reservoir were 

also reviewed to determine possible potential assets, thus further justifying the 

selection process. 

A brief case history description of three of the remaining twenty wells that were 

finally selected for nodal systems analysis is given below. 

- HY-24: The well was spudded in 1965 and drilled directionally to a total 

depth of 8830ftah. The well encountered 2701ft of gross oil thickness 

containing ten sands. HY-24 was completed as a dual producer in the 

same year and a cased hole log carried out in offset well in 1996 suggests 
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that significant production potential still exists in the reservoir (K-02/HY-

08 reservoir) through HY-24.  

 

The reservoir (of interest i.e. K-02/HY-08) is a saturated reservoir with a 

small gas cap. Six wells have been completed in this reservoir and 

presently, two are flowing through tubing. The initial reservoir pressure 

was 3512psi. Current reservoir pressure is about 2215 psia representing 

37% pressure decline after 45% of STOOIP (stock tank original oil-in-

place) production. Reservoir drive mechanism is of a weak to medium 

strength water drive. The production trend indicated depletion under 

solution gas expansion and water influx. 

 

- HY-78 was spudded and drilled as a deviated hole to a total depth of 

11,850ftah (MD) in 1995. The well encountered a total of 127ft of net oil 

in four sands. During a major work-over in 2000, the well was re-

completed as a dual producer. 

HY-78 was put on production after the work-over and it produced 

problem free until 2005 when it recorded significant water cut (20%). It 

continued producing with increased water cut (up to 25%) before it 

finally went down on low tubing pressure in December 2005. Previous 

well lift attempts failed, until the last swabbing attempts in February 2006 

proved successful. The well flowed for 22 days before quitting on low 
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tubing pressure. The last well test recorded on the short string was about 

572BOPD, 619 SCF/STB GOR, 40% BS&W, 260psi, FTHP, 38.7deg 

API on a choke size of 34/64” in October 2005. 

- HY-45D was spudded in 1973 and drilled as a straight hole to a total 

depth of 8559ft. The well encountered 217ft gross oil thickness for six 

sands and 55ft of gas in three sands. HY-45D is currently completed as a 

dual producer with a selective to long string after a major work-over in 

1981. The short string has been producing problem free after the 1981 

major rig work-over until 1999 when the well started experiencing low 

tubing pressure. This resulted in repeated swabbing and well lift attempts. 

The low flowing tubing head pressure has also made it impossible to put 

the well on stream with other wells in the same cluster, resulting in a 

dedicated flow line for just HY-45D. Since there are no gas lift mandrels 

in the well, HY-45D was proposed for “single-point” gas-lift initialization 

making use of non-rig work-over processes and procedures. This is 

planned to sustain and increase production from the reservoir. This is to 

be achieved through a 12”/16” orifice insert in the tubing at ±3015ftah 

with the proposal of the lift gas taken from another well producing about 

900msccf/d with a tubing head pressure of 1700psi on the same cluster. 

The gas needed for the artificial lift initiation in the well is about 

390mscf/d. HY-45D encountered about 30ft of net oil in the reservoir (G-
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01/HY-21). Gas-lift initiation in the well will accelerate recovery in this 

reservoir with only two active completions presently. 
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Table 3.0: Selected Gas lift Candidate Wells
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3.4 PRODUCTION SYSTEM NODAL ANALYSIS 

3.4.1 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Petroleum fluids found in an underground reservoir must be moved through a 

complex system to reach their destinations on the surface. This system is known 

as the production system (see figure 3.1) and comprises the following main 

components: 

- The reservoir 

- The producing well 

- The surface flow line 

- The separator. 

Some of these can further be divided into smaller elements e.g. the well may 

contain, besides the tubing string; safety and/or gas lift valves, etc. The 

production system is thus a system of inter-connected and interacting elements 

in which all have their own specific performance relationships but each in turn, 

also depends upon and influences the other elements. In order to produce fluid 

from the well, all components of the system must work together. Thus the 

solution of any fluid production problem requires that the production system be 

treated as a complete entity. 

The outlines of the above principle were first given by Gilbert (1954). He 

described the interaction of the reservoir; the well and the wellhead choke and 

proposed a system-oriented solution for determining the production rate of a 
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flowing well. The practical use of Gilbert’s (1954) ideas was limited, mainly 

due to the limitations of the methods available in his time for modeling the 

performance of the system’s element. During the last decades, however, 

research into the behavior of the individual hydraulic element of oil and gas 

well has been very intensive. As result of the progress, there exists today several 

different theories, calculation, and design procedures that reliably model the 

performance of the elements of a production system. Good examples for this are 

the numerous correlations available for calculating pressure traverses in vertical 

and horizontal pipes, etc. like the Shia-Beggs (1978) and the Fitremann-

Vedrines (1985) correlations, The wide selection of available calculation 

models and the advent of computers that eased the burden of the necessary 

calculations, lead to the reappearance of Gilbert’s (1954) idea in the early 80s. 

The new contributions aim at the numerical simulations of the production 

system’s hydraulic behavior, but also enable the optimization of the system to 

produce the desired flow rate most economically. Although most of the 

investigations study the production system only, the basic concept is already 

laid for the integration of these contributions into the description of a whole 

field’s behavior. 

The system analysis methods and procedures also known as NODAL system 

analysis relates to the various pressure losses (ΔP) in a well. The ability of the 

reservoir to produce fluid is coupled to the ability of the piping system to carry 
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thefliud to the surface. The NODAL system analysis, developed by 

Schlumberger (Chukwu, 2006) combines all the well components for 

production optimization. A treatment of nodal analysis is given in this Chapter. 

The application of this theory to flowing and gas lifted wells can have 

immediate practical and economical advantages. 

 

3.4.2 Description of the Production System. 

Consider a simple flowing oil well schematic/drawing as shown in Fig. 3.1. 

Fluids in the formation flow to the well from as far as the boundary of the 

drainage area (1). After entering the well through the surface, vertical flow in 

the tubing starts at the well bottom (2). The tubing string may contain a safety 

valve and/or a down hole regulator, represented by (3). Downstream of the 

restriction, vertical tubing flow takes place up to the wellhead (4). A surface 

choke bean is installed at (5) which is also the intake point to the flow line. 

Horizontal or inclined flow in the flow line leads into the separator (6). 

The points of the flowing wells production system designated by the numbers in 

Fig. 3.1 constitute the nodes of the nodal analysis theory. The theory separates 

the different components of the system: the formation, the tubing string, the 

flow line, etc. In order to define the system’s behavior, all components must 

first be evaluated separately. The evaluations form the base of the total system’s 

description. 
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3

2 1

Node              Description
  1                   Reservoir
  2                   Well Bottom
  3                   Down hole Restriction
  4                   Well head
  5                   Surface Choke
  6                   Seperator       

4
5

Gas

Oil

 

Fig. 3.1: Flow Oil Well Schematic 

 

3.4.3 Surface Control of Flowing wells 

Analysis of flowing well performance requires an understanding of the 

concepts: inflow and vertical flow performance. The objective is to develop 

techniques for integrating inflow and vertical flow performance with the control 

at the surface. The choke is the third element in the well production system and 

it is normally located at the surface. 

An important part of the study of the flowing wells is the performance of the 

surface choke or bean. Chokes are often used as down-hole safety devices for 

the purpose of controlling the formation of hydrates (though not common in 

brown fields of the Niger Delta), or sand production in gathering lines. The 

following discussion, however, is restricted to the wellhead, or surface chokes 

that are located in the flow lines where fluid leaves the wellhead. 
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A well may be produced with or without a choke at the surface to control the 

flow rate. Most wells have surface chokes for one or more of the following 

reasons: 

- To reduce the pressure and improve safety. 

- To maintain a fixed allowable production limit. 

- To prevent sand entry from the formation. 

- To produce the well and reservoir at the most efficient rate. 

- To prevent water and gas coning. 

- To control or reduce the well’s flow rate. 

The surface choke is also used to ensure that pressure fluctuations downstream 

from the wellhead do not affect the performance of the well. To achieve this 

condition, flow through the choke must be of a critical velocity. The 

corresponding critical flow rate is reached when the upstream pressure is 

approximated twice the downstream pressure. 

There are several different types of chokes currently in use. They may be 

divided into two broad categories: Positive or Fixed orifice and variable or 

adjustable chokes.  

Some continuously variable/adjustable choke operate similarly to a needle valve 

and allow the orifice size to be varied through a range from no flow to flow 

through a full opening. Flow control is obtained through turning a hand wheel 
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which opens and closes the valve. Graduated stem marking indicate the 

equivalent diameter of the valve opening. 

Positive chokes have a fixed orifice which may be replaced and is usually of the 

bean. The flow path is normally symmetric and circular. Fixed orifice chokes 

are commonly used when the flow rate is expected to remain steady over an 

extended period of time. 

Normal chokes or flow line beans are six (6) inches long and are drilled in 

fractional increments of 1/64
th

 inch up to 64/64
th

(i,e 1 inch). Smaller bean 

inserts, known as the X-type are used to provide closer control. Ceramic 

tungsten carbide and stainless steel beans are used when sand or corrosive fluids 

are produced. Changing the size of a fixed orifice choke normally requires 

shutting off flow, removing and replacing the bean. 

Another type uses circular discs, each of which has a pack of orifices. One disc 

is fixed while the other can be rotated so as to expose the desired flow area or 

block the flow altogether (Fig. 3.2). 

Fully Open Throttling Fully Closed  

Fig. 3.2: The Disc-Type Choke Orifice. 
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Variable chokes are often used on water flood injection where variation in 

injection rates must be effected with minimum disruption. Variable chokes are 

particularly vulnerable to erosion from suspended sand particles and are not 

normally used in areas where there is a significant sand control problem. 

The bodies of both types of chokes are L-shaped and the end connections 

maybe fully flanged, fully threaded or a combination of each. 

 

3.4.4 Choke Performance 

Wellhead chokes are used to limit production rates for regulations, protect 

surface equipment from slugging, avoid sand problems due to high drawdown, 

and control flow rate to avoid water or gas coning. 

Placing a choke at the wellhead means fixing the wellhead pressure and, thus, 

the flowing bottom-hole pressure and production rate. For a given wellhead 

pressure, by calculating pressure loss in the tubing the flowing bottom-hole 

pressure can be determined. If the reservoir pressure and productivity index is 

known, the flow rate can be determined on the basis of inflow performance 

relationship (IPR). 

Pressure drop across well chokes is usually very significant. There is no 

universal equation for predicting pressure drop across the chokes for all types of 

production fluids. Different choke flow models are available from the literature 
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(Teledyne Merla, 1984; Winkler, 1954 and Kirkpatrick, 1959) and they have to 

be chosen based on the gas fraction in the fluid and flow regimes, that is, 

subsonic or sonic flow. 

Both sound wave and pressure wave are mechanical waves. When the fluid flow 

velocity in a choke reaches the travelling velocity of sound in the fluid under the 

in situ condition, the flow is called "sonic flow." Under sonic flow conditions, 

the pressure wave downstream of the choke cannot flow upstream through the 

choke because the medium (fluid) is travelling in the opposite direction at the 

same velocity. 

 

3.4.5 Production Rate Calculation 

Inflow performance is the determination of the production-related pressure drop 

from the reservoir to the rock surface of the reservoir completion. For reservoir 

flow in a vertical well with a horizontal reservoir, flow is radial. This radial 

flow accelerates the fluids as they move from the effective drainage area and 

approach the wellbore. Correcting and solving for the geometry of the flow in 

the idealized conditions, the inflow performance can be given as: 

 

qo = 0.00708koh (Pr – Pw) / µo Bo ln[0.472re/rw] ------------------ 3.0 

Where qo is the oil flow rate (bpd). This is measured at surface (i.e. stock tank 

conditions); Bo is the formation volume factor, which is the conversion from 
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stock tank conditions to reservoir conditions (rbbls/stb).  µo is the viscosity of 

oil (cp); re is the effective drainage area of the well (ft), in this case the drainage 

area is assumed circular; rw is the wellbore radius (ft) as the well is assumed 

open hole; h is the net thickness of the reservoir interval and any non-net 

reservoir (e.g. for shale) needs subtracting from the gross height. The kh 

product is often extracted from pressure build-up surveys; Pr is the average 

pressure and Pw is the wellbore flowing pressure. The difference between  Pr and 

Pw is referred to as “draw-down”. This equation 3.0 above assumes pseudo 

steady-state which means the draw-down does not change over time. 

The Inflow Performance Relationship(IPR) of a well gives the whole range of 

bottom hole flowing pressures and flow rates possible for any given 

productivity index and average reservoir pressure. However, the actual 

production rate depends on both vertical flow performance and surface control 

facilities. The most basic surface control system is where there is no surface 

choke and where the surface line pressure losses are minimal. For this 

condition, the wells performances are analyzed as such. For a series of bottom 

hole pressures and flow rates, pressure losses in the tubing, using the 

appropriate pressure gradient curves are calculated. By subtracting these values 

from the IPR curve, tubing head pressure (THP) points are obtained (Fig. 3.3). 

For any given constant wellhead pressure, one can use this curve to estimate the 

flow rate. In unrestricted flow, the maximum flow rate is given by the 
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intersection of the THP curve and the surface line pressure upstream of the 

gathering line. This can be read-off from Fig. 3.3. Calculating the well’s flow 

rate using this approach can be referred to as the bottom-up method. 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.3: IPR/THP curve. 

 

Another approach of performing the same analysis is the top-down method. In 

this method, calculation is started with the known value of surface pressure. 

Then the vertical pressure drops for several flow rates is calculated and added to 

the wellhead pressures. The resulting bottom hole pressure curve (BHP) is 

plotted on a graph with the IPR (Fig. 3.4). The intersection of these curves 

determines the flow rates for the assumed surface pressures. 
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Fig. 3.4: IPR/BHP Curve. 

The top-down method was used by WEM (Well Evaluation Model) in carrying 

out our study. 

In both the top-down and bottom-up methods, it is possible to consider different 

operating or down-hole operating conditions such as different tubing sizes or 

GLR. In this way, optimal flowing conditions may be determined for a well by 

plotting several different performance curves. By analyzing a range of variables, 

the production engineer can then choose the appropriate tubing for a particular 

well so as to achieve an optimal design for oil production. 

3.4.6 Production System Analysis 

Movement or transport of well fluids requires energy to overcome friction 

losses in the system and to lift the fluids to the surface. The fluids must travel 

through the reservoir and the piping system and ultimately flow into a separator 
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for gas-liquid separation. The production system can be relatively simple (e.g. 

Fig. 3.1) or can include many components in which energy or pressure losses 

can also occur. An understanding of these principles are necessary can be 

performed. 

The pressure drop in the total system at any time will be the initial fluid 

pressure minus the final fluid pressure (Psep). This pressure drop is the sum of 

the pressure drops occurring in all of the components or nodes of the system. 

Since the pressure drop through any component varies with production rate, the 

producing rate will be controlled by the components selected. The selection and 

sizing of the individual components is very important. Due to interaction among 

the components, a change in pressure drop in one component may change the 

pressure drop behavior in all the other components. This occurs primarily 

because fluid is compressible and therefore the pressure drop in a particular 

component depends not only on the flow rate through the component but also 

on the average pressure which exists in the component/system. 

The final design of a production system cannot be separated into reservoir 

performance and piping system performance. A well’s inflow and outflow 

performance depend on each other. The amount of oil and gas flowing into the 

well from the reservoir depends on the pressure drop in the piping system but 

the pressure drop in the piping system depends on the amount of fluid that flow 

through it. Therefore, the entire production system must be analyzed as a unit. 
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3.5 INFLOW/OUTFLOW MODEL VALIDATION  

3.5.0 FUNDAMENTALS OF GRADIENT CURVES  

During the producing life of a well or field many conditions can change which 

will affect the wells flowing performance. These changes can be from well to 

well or field to field. Some of the variables which can change are liquid rate, 

water cut, gas-liquid-ratio, oil or liquid viscosity, and reservoir pressure.  

Planning for future production requires accounting for these changes. In this 

section the effects of the variables will be discussed and illustrated graphically. 

Finally, the cases are presented for different reservoir drive mechanisms. In 

each case the well will be taken from its initial completion, artificial lift period, 

and final depletion. 

 

3.5.1 LIQUID RATE EFFECT 

The effect of liquid rate will primarily affect both the hydrostatic and frictional 

velocity components of the flowing gradient. This effect can be seen graphically 

(Fig. 3.5) in which all other components of the flowing gradient are held 

constant. The desired liquid rate from a particular well is one of the most 

significant factor in gas lift design. It provides valuable information for the 

construction of pressure-flow rate diagrams such as the inflow performance 

curves. It can be observed that the increase in liquid rate will result to a 

reduction of flowing bottom hole pressure. 
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Fig. 3.5: Effect of Production Rate on Pressure Gradient(Source: Donohue, 1982) 

 

3.5.2 GAS LIQUID RATIO EFFECT 

The GLR has more effect on the two phase flowing gradient than any other 

component. In a depletion type reservoir the gas oil ratio will usually increase 

with time until late in the reservoir’s life. The GLR may decrease if water cut 

increase. The GLR has most effect on the hydrostatic component of the pressure 

gradient equation because as the GLR increase the hydrostatic component 

decreases. However, the total flow rate will increase and the friction loss will 

increase too. These increases in the frictional component can be seen 
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graphically in Fig. 3.8. It is observed from the graph that as GLR increases, the 

flowing bottom-hole pressure decreases up to a point as the GLR increase from 

3000 to 5000 SCF/STB the required flowing bottom-hole pressure (Pwf) 

actually increases. The effect of gas rate on the individual components and the 

total pressure gradient is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. 

 

 

Fig. 3.6: Effect of GLR on Pressure Gradient 

(Source: Donohue, 1982) 
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Fig. 3.7: Pressure –Drop Component in Two-Phase Flow(Donohue, 1982) 

 

3.5.3 WATER-OIL RATIO OR WATER CUT  

The total pressure gradient in the well will increase as the percentage of water 

increase. This results from an increase in liquid density if the water is heavier 

than the oil, and also from a decreasing GLR, since the free gas in the tubing 

comes from the oil only. These effects can be expressed graphically in Figures 

3.10 and 3.11. Figure 3.8 shows only the effect of increased liquid density while 

the total effect is shown in Fig. 3.9. 
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Fig. 3.8: Effect of Water-Cut on Required Flowing Pressures -A 

(Source: Donohue, 1982) 
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Fig. 3.9: Effect of Water-Cut on Required Flowing Pressure –B (Source: Donohue, 1982) 

 

 

3.5.4  LIQUID VISCOSITY 

The effects of liquid viscosity on pressure drop are very difficult to isolate. This 

results from the fact that the concept of a gas-liquid mixture viscosity is difficult 

to physically quantify. The liquid viscosity will affect the hydrostatic 

component somewhat and will also increase the shearing stresses in the liquid 

and therefore the friction pressure drop. If an oil-water mixture is present, 

dispersions or emulsions may form and cause a very large increase in the 

pressure gradient. The combined effects of decreasing API gravity and 
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increasing viscosity for a gas-oil mixture are shown qualitatively in Fig. 3.10. If 

water is present, the effect would probably be more pronounced.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.10: Combined Effects of Decreasing API Gravity and Increasing Viscosity for a Gas-oil Mixture 

(Source: Donohue, 1982) 
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 Fig. 3.12: Effect of Declining Production Rate & Fluid Velocity 
   (Source: Beggs & Brill, 1978) 

 

3.5.5 TUBING DIAMETER AND SLIPPAGE 

The selection of the proper tubing size to install in a well is one of the most 

critical function of a production engineer. In many cases the tubing size will be 

selected based on such criteria as what has been used in the past or what the 

engineer has as his reservoir potential. A total system analysis, which combines 

                                     qmin 

 

Fig. 3.11: Effect of Tubing Size on Minimum Production Rate 

   (Source: Beggs & Brill, 1978) 
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the reservoir and piping system performance, is required to select the proper 

tubing size, but the effects of tubing size on velocity and slippage will be 

discussed here.  

As the diameter of the flow conduit increases, the friction loss and thus the total 

pressure gradient will decrease, up to a point. This can be observed qualitatively 

in Fig. 3.11. However, as the tubing size increases, the velocity of the mixture 

decreases and eventually the velocity will be too low to lift liquids up to the 

surface. The well will then begin to load up with liquids and eventually die. The 

tubing size at which a well will begin to load up or the maximum tubing size 

which will sustain flow can be determined from a plot such as Figures 3.12 and 

3.13.  
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Fig. 3.13: Effect of Tubing Size 

(Source: Brill & Beggs, 1978) 
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Fig. 3.14:  Relationship between Tubing Sizes and Flowing Bottom Pressure with a GOR of 

450SCF/Bbl(Source: Gilbert, 1954) 
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Fig. 3.15: Relationship between Tubing Sizes and Flowing Bottom hole Pressure at 500 BOPD 
(Source: Gilbert, 1954) 

 

The effect of declining production rate and therefore velocity for a particular 

tubing size can be shown qualitatively in Fig. 3.15.  For particular tubing size, 

well depth, well head pressure and gas-liquid ratio there will exist a minimum 

production rate which will keep the well unloaded. Fig. 3.16 shows the effect of 

tubing diameter on the minimum flow rate. This type of information is valuable 

in determining at what rate a well will begin to load for various tubing sizes. 
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3.5.6 PERFORMANCE OF A TYPICAL WATER DRIVE 

RESERVOIR  

The following section is designed to illustrate a typical well in a water drive 

reservoir. Typically in water drive reservoirs the oil zone is in contact with an 

aquifer which can supply the water to replace the produced oil and gas. The 

water which encroaches may come from expansion of the water only, or the 

aquifer could be connected to a surface outcrop. The oil will be under saturated 

initially, but if the pressure declines below the bubble point, free gas will form 

and the dissolved gas drive mechanisms will also contribute to the energy for 

production. The recovery to be expected from a water drive reservoir may vary 

from 35% to 75% of the initial oil in place. If the producing rate is low enough 

to allow water to move in as rapidly as oil and gas are produced, or if the water 

drive is supplemented by water injection, recovery may be even higher. If the 

reservoir pressure remains above bubble point, no free gas will form and the 

pressure function Pr, will remain fairly constant. The performance of a strong 

water drive reservoir is illustrated in Fig. 3.17.  
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A review of the life of a well (HYSOL-7) completed in a strong water drive 

reservoir is illustrated as follows (table 3.1). The mechanical, fluid, and pressure 

criteria are listed below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.16: Water Drive 
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Table 3.1: Mechanical, fluid and pressure criteria for HYSOL-7 

Mid. Perf. 8000 ft. tvd; 8000 ft. md 

Packer depth  7950ft 

Tbg. size  2 
7
/8 ”  6.5# 

Csg. size  7” 23# 

SBHP 4000 psig  

Sep. press. Low system-150 psig  

Intermediate system – 400 psig  

FGOR 800 SCF/STB 

Oil Grav. 32 API 

Water Grav. 1.07 

Gas Grav. .78 

BHT 190 F 

Prod. Index  1 bpd/psi 

Bubble Pt. 2800 psig  

Flowline  3” x 40 ft. 

 

The initial completion is illustrated in Case 1 (Fig. 3.18). The well is flowing 

into the intermediate separator at a rate of 1860 bopd and 0% water. The well is 

chocked at the surface with a 20/64
th

 choke that results in a flowing well head 

pressure of 1000 psig. 
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Fig 3.17: Case 1- Flowing Well With 20/64th Choke 

 

As the well continues to produce, several components begin to change. The 

SBHP decreases slightly to 3800psig. The water cut increases to 20% causing 

the FGLR to decline to 640 SCF/bbl. In addition, the fluid rate decreased to 147 

BLPD with a flowing well head pressure of 820psig. The surface choke remains 

at 20/64
th

. Refer to Fig. 3.18, Case 2. 

 

 20/64th CHOKE 
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Fig 3.18: Case 2 - Flowing Well With 20/64th Choke 

 

To increase production, the surface choke is increased to 30/64
th

. This causes 

the flowing tubing pressure to decrease from 1000 to 770 psig and the rate 

increases from 1417 to 1529 BLPD. Refer to Fig. 3.20, Case 2A.  

 

 

 

 

 20/64th CHOKE 
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Fig 3.20: Case 2a - Flowing Well With 30/64th Choke 

 

As the well continues to flow, the water cut continues to increase. At 50% water 

cut, the FGLR, FTP, and SBHP declined to 400scf/bbl, 590 psig and 3600 psig 

irrespectively. Due to these changes, the production rate declined to 859 BLPD, 

and the well started approaching unstable flow. Refer to Fig. 3.21, Case 3.  

 

 CHOKE INCREASED TO 30/64TH 
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Fig. 3.21: Case 3 - Flowing Well With 30/64
th
 Choke Contd. 

The surface choke is increase to 
45

/64
th
. The following wellhead pressure 

declines to 490 psig, and the production increases to 1075 BLPD. The well is 

producing in a more stable flow regime. Refer to Fig. 3.22; Case 3A.  

 

 

 

 20/64th CHOKE 
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Fig. 3.22: Case 3A - Flowing Well With 45/64
th
 Choke 

 

At 80% water cut, the well has been switched to the low pressure system but 

remains on a 45/64
th

 choke. The production rate has fallen to 519 BLPD with a 

220 Psig flowing well head pressure. The FGLR and the bottom-hole pressure 

declined to 160 SCF/bbl, 3500 Psig, respectively. The well now has trouble 

flowing and it is unstable. Artificial lift is to be considered. Refer to Fig. 3.23, 

Case 4.  

 

 45/64th CHOKE 
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Fig 3.23 Case 4 - Flowing Well With 45/64
th

 Choke Continued 

 

Continuous flow gas lift is evaluated for HYSOL-7, refer to case 4A and 4B. 

The surface choke is removed giving a flowing well head pressure of 180 psig. 

The plot of HYSOL-7 system deliverability curve indicates it should be possible 

to produce the well at 635, 11074, 1280 and 1318 (maximum) BLPD at an 

injection gas-liquid ratio (IGLR) of 0, 200, 600, and 1400 scf/bbl, respectively. 

It should be noted that 97% of the maximum liquid rate can be obtained with 

43% of the IGLR for the maximum rate.  

 45/64th CHOKE 
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Fig 3.24: Case 4A - System Deliverability With Gas Lift. 
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Fig 3.25: Case 4B - IPR/IPC Curves with Gas Lift 

 

The effect of increased water production has a twofold effect on flowing 

gradient curves.  First, the fluid density is increased and secondly, the FGLR is 

decreased. Both of these conditions cause an increase in the well’s flowing 

bottom hole pressure and a decrease in the pressure drop across the completion 

zone leading to lower production rates. Gas lift artificially reduces these 

components by initiating additional gas into the flow conduit reducing the 

overall flowing gradient. Wells with water drive reservoirs typically respond 

well with gas lift. 
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3.6  CONTINUOUS FLOW GAS LIFT DESIGN PRINCIPLES  

The design fundermentals of a continuous flow gaslift system as applied in this 

study is discussed. The first in any continuous gaslift design is to investigate the 

feasibility of the system for specific conditions. Not only must the wells be a 

continuous flow candidate, but other questions must be asked, such as: 

 What is the possible depth of injection possible with available pressure? 

 How much gas must be injected at various depths of injection? 

 How much pressure is required for minimum injection rates? 

 

3.6.1 DESIGN PROCEDURES  

Since a host of variables are involved in the continuous flow gaslift system, 

graphical methods provide the best analysis. 

 

3.6.2 THE SYSTEM  

In the continuous flow gas lift system, high pressure gas is injected into the 

fluid stream for the purpose of reducing the density and flow resistance of the 

vertical fluid column. The components of the system are illustrated in Fig. 3.26. 

The system consists of: 

- a high pressure gas source (either a compressor or a gas well with 

distribution lines to conduct the gas to the well head)  
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- Surface gas flow controllers, which can be located either at the well head 

or at the gas distribution manifold.  

- subsurface gas controllers (gas lift valves, casing, tubing, packers, etc.) 

and  

- Separation and storage facilities.  

 

 

Fig. 3.26: Continuous Flow Gas Lift System 

(Source: Middle East Artificial Lift Forum Website) 

 

3.6.3  THE FLOW PATH  

The liquid flow path starts at the reservoir, the liquid flows radially through the 

formation sand into the well bore (1), vertically through the well conduit to the 

 4 

 3 

 2 

 1 
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surface (2) and horizontally through the surface lines (3) and separation 

equipment to the storage tanks (4). 

Each section of the flow path offers resistance to flow. This resistance is 

measured by the pressure necessary to sustain the desire flow rate. To analyze 

the flow resistance, usually, referred to as pressure drop, the flow path is 

divided into sections and each section is considered separately.  

 

Fig. 3.26b: Continuous Gas Lift System Flow Diagram 

3.6.4 RADIAL FLOW 

The flow resistance of this section is usually evaluated by a term called 

productivity index (J). Productivity index is defined mathematically as: 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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PwfPws

q
J




1

 

--------------- 3.3 

Where: 

q1  = Liquid flow from the reservoir into the well  

bore  

Pws =Reservoir pressure   

Pwf  = Well bore pressure  

The above equation can be illustrated graphically by plotting pressure versus 

flow rate (Figure 3.27). 

This graph is referred to as the inflow performance relationship (IPR) curve. 

The IPR curve in figure 3.27 assumes a constant productivity index for all flow 

rates, and the curve was plotted by solving the equation for two sets of 

conditions: i.e., (1) When Pwf = Pws then q1 = 0 , and (2) any rate (q1) and the 

corresponding flowing bottom hole pressure (Pwf). 

A constant productivity index does not accurately define the inflow 

performance of most wells, and a more precise predictor of inflow can be 

obtained by plotting several flow rates and corresponding flowing bottom hole 

pressures. A typical IPR curve with a varying J is shown in Figure 3.28and 3.29.  
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 Fig. 3.27: IPR Curve(Constant-J)    Fig. 3.28: IPR Curve (Varying-J) 

 

 

After analyzing twenty-one differentreservoirs with various crude oil properties, 

relative permeabilities and wellbore characteristics, Vogel (1968) found IPR’s 

generally exhibited a similar shape, as long as the bottomhole flowing pressure 

was below the bubble point. He developed a standard reference curve (figure 

3.29) which can be used for all solution-gas-drive reservoirs. 
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Fig 3.29: IPR Curve(Source: Vogel, 1968) 

 

3.6.5 VERTICAL FLOW  

In an average well, the vertical section accounts for 50% to 70% of the total 

pressure loss in the flow path. By employing gas lift, this loss can be reduced to 

one-fourth of the single phase-flow resistance (Teledyne Merla, 1984). 

From the overall system analysis, it is only necessary to know the total pressure 

drop incurred in the vertical conduit; but for detailed calculations, it is desirable 

to know intermediate pressures along the flow path.  
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Under static condition and at low velocity of single-phase vertical flow, the 

pressure gradient can be considered constant. But in two-phase vertical flow, the 

pressure gradient becomes a complex variable. 

The evaluation of two-phase vertical flow has been the subject of many studies 

in recent years, and several equations have been presented. These equations are 

complex and require the use of a computer for solution.  

The results of the two-phase vertical flow equation have been published in the 

form of flowing pressure traverses. A typical family of these curves is shown in 

Fig 3.30. These curves are referred to as “flowing gradient curves” or “pressure 

gradient curves” 

 

3.6.6 HORIZONTAL FLOW  

The pressure drop through the horizontal section of the path is influenced by 

many variables. Starting at the well head, the number and size of the piping 

elbows, the size and length of the flow line to the gathering manifold, the size 

and length of the gathering line to the separations facility, the separator 

operating pressure and capacity, the piping to the storage tank all contribute to 

the horizontal pressure loss.  

Ph (total) =      Pchoke +  Pflowline +  Pmanifold +  Pseperator +  Patm------------ 3.3b 
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Horizontal flow has been analyzed using pressure gradient concept, and 

pressure traverse curves have been published (Brown, 1980; Teledyne, 1984; 

Winkler and Smith, 1962). However, it is usually more practical to obtain a 

reasonable estimate of horizontal pressure loss from filed operating data.  

 

3.6.7 USE OF PRESSURE GRADIENT CURVES  

Most pressure gradient curves for two-phase vertical flow are plotted from 

either a zero origin on the pressure axis or displayed on the depth scale to avoid 

overlap. In either case, a flowing well head correction is required for use. Two 

procedures are employed for use of the curves, namely; equivalent depth 

method and graphical depth method.  
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Fig 3.30: Vertical Flowing Pressure Gradient 

 

3.6.8 PRESSURE TRANSVERSE CURVES WITH AND 

WITHOUT GAS LIFT 

In continuous gas lift systems, high pressure gas is injected into the produced 

fluid stream to reduce the density and flow resistance of the ascending fluid 

column. The design objective is to control the vertical fluid gradient so as to 

obtain the desired production rate. The design is constrained by limitations of 

gas injection pressure, available gas volumes, the nature of the produced fluids, 

the well’s inflow performance and the tubing size. Although computer programs 
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0 

may be used to design a continuous gas lift system, a better understanding of the 

principles involved can be acquired by using graphical techniques to explain 

these principles.  

Firstly, the familiar plot of depth versus pressure is carried out (See Fig. 3.31). 

In this case, the surface is located at the top of the vertical scale. For conditions 

of reservoir at this point, plot the average reservoir pressure PR, at the depth of 

the perforations. For a desired inflow performance rate, say 500 BOPD, and a 

known productivity index, the bottom hole flowing pressure, Pwf can be 

calculated. This is also plotted at the depth of the perforations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.31: Depth-Pressure Diagram Showing Average Pressure Reservoir  

And Bottom-Hole Flowing Pressures 
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Fig.3.32: Pressure Traverses Curve Without Gas Lift 

 

Find the appropriate pressure traverse curve, as was described in previous 

sector, for appropriate flow rate, gas-liquid ratio, and tubing size. Draw/trace 

from Pwf assuming a GLR of zero (for illustration purposes only). 

Note that the pressure goes to zero at a point below the surface. (See Fig. 3.32). 

This means that the well will not flow naturally at this rate and thus, it is a 

suitable candidate for gas lift.  

In designing a gas lift system, the flowing tubing pressure required at the 

surface must be known or calculated in order for the produced fluids to flow 

through the surface equivalent at the desired flow rate. In most cases, it will be 

in the range of 50 to 100 psi. For the purpose of this study, it is assumed to be 

100 psi. 
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The second variable that must be specified is the rate at which gas is to be 

injected into a well. In this case, one is expected to produce at the rate of 500 

BOPD. For a given production rate, the rate of injection of gas lift gas will 

determine the GLR. If a low volume of gas is injected, giving, for example, a 

GLR of 100 above the point of injection, then, from the published curves, the 

pressure traverse curve shown in Fig. 3.33will be obtained. This gives a higher 

production rate at the same tubing pressure of 100 psi, without changing the 

rate. If, however, gas is injected at a higher rate giving, say, a GLR of 500 

above the point of injection, then the pressure traverse curve shown in Fig. 3.34 

for a GLR of 500 will be obtained. If even more gas is available for injection, 

say, a quantity, that will give a GLR above the point of injection of 1,000, then 

the third pressure traverse curve shown in Fig. 3.35 will be obtained. The point 

at which gas must be injected to ensure that effective gas lift will occur is 

determined by the intersection of the produced fluid gradient and each of the gas 

lift gradient (Fig. 3.36). The point of injection, then, for a given production rate, 

will be different for each GLR value. The GLR is calculated by considering 

both the gas in the produced fluids plus the gas lift gas. 
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Fig. 

 

 

 

Fig.3.33: Pressure Traverse Curve for GLR = 100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig.3.34: Addition of GLR = 500 Curve 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig.3.35: Addition of GLR = 1000 Curve 
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Fig.3.36: Points of Gas Injection 

 

Assume the GLR of the produced fluids to be zero; however, in most cases, this 

will not be the case and the calculations must be modified accordingly.  

There are several conclusions that may be drawn from Fig. 3.36 First; by 

joining the pressure traverse curve for the well bore fluids with any of the 

pressure traverse curves above the points of gas injection, both the flowing 

bottom hole pressure needed for a production rate of 500 BOPD and the surface 

pressure of 100 Psi required to move fluids through the surface operating 

equipment will be maintained. 

The second conclusion to be made is that, a continuous gas lift system, 

operating at a low GLR will require that gas be injected at a high pressure and 

considerable depth. Alternatively, a continuous gas lift design allowing for a 
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high GLR will require that gas be injected at a lower pressure and at a shallower 

depth. The preferred option will depend mainly on resource availability. 

From these observations it can be concluded that, in continuous gas lift 

operations; it is important that the operating valve be properly located and 

receives sufficient gas volume at the appropriate pressure so that it will operate 

under design conditions. 

 

3.6.9 PRESSURE GRADIENT IN ANNULUS 

Assuming a GLR of 500 is selected for a gas lift operation(See Fig. 3.37)the 

depth and pressure at which gas must be injected in order to maintain the 

production rate of 500 BOPD, usually a 100 psi pressure drop is allowed across 

the valve because of flow losses.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.37: Pressure Profile for a GLR OF 500 and 

 Production Rate of 500 BOPD 
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The casing pressure at the point of injection into the valve is equal to the tubing 

pressure required at the point of injection, plus an additional 100 psi. This 

defines the pressure in the annulus from this point upwards, assuming static 

conditions, is obtained by using the correlations shown in the following 

equation (Hagedorn and Brown, 1965):  

Pws = Pts 
e (0.01875GH/



TZ )
 

-------------------- 3.4 

Where; 

Pws = Static bottom hole pressure, psia. 

 

 

 

Pts = Static wellhead pressure, psia.  

 

 

 

G = gas gravity (air = 1). 

 

 

 

 

H = Well depth, ft 



T  = Arithmetic average temperature 
0
R 



Z  = Compressibility factor at average temperature and pressure.  

Note that Pws is obtained in a trial and error calculation. A value of Pws is first 

assumed and, with it, a value of Z at an arithmetic average pressure is 

determined. With this value of Z, a new value of Pws is calculated. A new value 

of Z with this value of Pws is then found and the calculation is repeated until 

convergence is achieved. 
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Figure 3.38: Addition of Annulus Pressure Gradient 

 

With this information for the system the gas gradient curve in the annulus from 

this point to the surface can be drawn (See Fig. 3.38). This determines the 

minimum operating surface casing pressure needed to operate our continuous 

gas lift system under design conditions. 

 

3.6.10 GAS VOLUME REQUIRED FOR GAS LIFT 

The volume of gas needed for gas lift operations must satisfy the required GLR 

at target production rate. With a GLR of 500 required for a production rate of 

500 BOPD, gas at the following rate must be injected:  

Rate of Gas Injection = )(
100

BOPD
GLR

 

     = 500
1000

500
x

------------3.5
 

     = 250 MCFD. 
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Note that this calculation assumes a negligible GLR for the reservoir fluids. If 

this is not true the calculations should be modified to include the producing 

GLR.  

The gas lift valve located at the point of injection must have an orifice size 

sufficient to pass the required gas volume at a casing-tubing pressure difference 

of 100 psi. If the flow rate, instead of being 500 BOPD, drops to 250 BOPD, a 

fixed size orifice valve, assuming critical flow conditions, will allow the same 

amount of gas to pass for both flow rates and, therefore, the GLR will be too 

high. Thus the fluid will be producing inefficiently. Alternatively, the 

production rate may increase from 500 to, say 750 BOPD. In this case, a fixed 

size orifice valve will not deliver enough gas to the fluids. Where variable 

production rates are possible, a valve which will respond to the changing 

production rates and will deliver sufficient gas to give a constant GLR will be 

needed. The desired operating characteristics for a valve which will satisfy the 

above conditions should be defined.  

From Fig. 3.39it can be seen that at a production rate of 500 BOPD, if the 

production drops to 250 BOPD, then the pressure required at the point of 

injection to maintain this flow rate will be lower. Ata 750 BOPD, the pressure 

required at this point will be higher than that for 500 BOPD. With these data, a 

parallel plot of required gas injection rate versus tubing pressure may be 

prepared (See Fig.3.40). Using Equation 3.2, the required injection rate for 500 
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BOPD is calculated to be 250 MCFD. For 250 BOPD, the volume is 125 

MCFD, and for 750 BOPD, the required volume is 375 MSCFD. By joining 

these three points we specify design performance characteristic of our valve.  

It looks very much like the throttling valve performance characteristics would 

be ideal in this case. The throttling valve responds to both tubing and casing 

pressure. It requires a building in tubing or casing pressure to open and a 

reduction in tubing or casing pressure to close. 

Drawing into the total performance curve, (Fig. 3.40) reveals that the maximum 

point on this curve defines the casing pressure required to operate the value. 

This pressure is about 100 psi greater than the pressure in the tubing at the 

maximum gas injection rate. 

 

Fig.3.39: Pressure Difference at Different Production Rates 
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          Fig.3.40: Required Valve Performance Curve 

 

Note also that the flow rate is at a maximum where the pressure difference 

between the casing and tubing is small. Therefore it can be seen that a throttling 

valve is one which will allow for a proportional response to flow rate. This is 

especially important knowing that the inflow performance of our well will 

change with time. If this type of value is used, it should be dynamically 

performance-tested before installation; so to ensure that the actual flow rates 

required at the various casing and tubing pressures will occur. The flow testing 

of values is often done in the manufacturer’s shop under simulated operating 

conditions. The throttling valve, of course, has certain disadvantages: 

a. Sometimes a design with throttling valves requires an additional valve to 

reach the desired lift depth.  

b. Since more information must be considered, throttling valve designs are 

more technically detailed and thus required more accuracy. 
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Several additional variables which control the design of a continuous gas lift 

installation need to be considered. These include: 

- The present and future well’s inflow performance. 

- The flowing tubing pressure at the surface 

- The pressure and available volume of injected gas.  

- The location and design of the operating valve.  

- The well bore hardware/tubular size. 

 

3.6.11 SATISFYING REQUIRED VOLUME AND PRESSURE OF 

INJECTED GAS  

The gas for injection will probably come from field production operations. 

Additional volume may be available from location gathering systems or 

pipelines. The engineer will make an inventory of volumes available for gas lift 

operations now and the future before beginning the design.  

The fundamental questions, then, are how much gas is needed for an efficient 

design, and, at what pressure? The answers depend on the gas lift design, 

including the expected production rate, gas lift GLR, and the depth of the 

operating valve.     
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3.6.12 LOCATION AND DESIGN OF THE OPERATING VALVE 

Lower compression horsepower will be required if we inject gas lift gas at a 

high pressure and low rate. Conversely, greater compression horsepower will be 

required if we inject gas at a 100 pressure and high rate. This leads directly to 

the selection of the location of the operating valve.  

From the previous sections it was seen that the operating valve could be located 

at any of three locations, depending on gas lift GLR. A gas lift design operating 

at the lowest GLR, in this case 100, requires a higher operating pressure. It is 

now known that this condition would require the lowest compression 

horsepower. Thus it can be concluded, that by selecting the lowest operating 

GLR curve, the design will require the lowest horsepower and the lowest gas 

volume for a given production rate.  

If the available gas volumes or injection pressure are constrained, that limitation 

should be included in the design. In a case of unlimited gas volume and 

compressor horsepower, except for economics, the above design 

recommendations should be followed. 

The design of the operating valve will depend on the type of operation and any 

anticipated fluctuation in flow rate, producing GLR and water cut. A throttling 

valve may be selected to provide a constant GLR where there are varying 

production rates. The fact that the valve may be adjusted using wire line 

operations allows for modification of design for changing conditions.   
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3.6.13 UNLOADING DESIGN FOR GAS LIFT WELLS. 

Having discussed the design variables that control continuous gas lift the next 

subject matter is the design of well unloading or “kick-off”. 

 

A well is unloaded when the fluid level has reached a static point below the 

surface, or where fluids have been added to the well in order to kill it prior to 

work-over operations. When a well is to be produced again, say, with 

continuous gas lift, the static fluid column is firstly lifted, that is, kick-off the 

well. Unloading operations must be incorporated into a gas lift design.  

A few assumptions are initially adopted regarding the static fluid column or kill 

fluid, usually salt water, and the manner in which it will be unloaded. First, it is 

assumed that the static fluid level may reach as high as the surface. Even though 

the reservoir pressure allows for a lower fluid level, the assumption that a full 

well must be unloaded provides a built-in safety factor. Also, it is assumed that 

the density of the well fluids is a little heavier than fresh water. More 

specifically, it is assumed that the fluids have a static or unloading pressure (i.e. 

the hydrostatic pressure). 
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Figure 3.41: Gradient Pressure for Continuous Gas  

Injection 500 BOPD and 500 GLR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.42: Addition of the Gas Design Pressure 

 

Considering that the casing pressure is 100 psi greater than that needed in the 

tubing (Fig. 3.41); this allows for an adequate pressure drop across the valve. 

The operating valve, mentioned earlier, is located at the intersection of the two 

pressure traverse lines.  
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Selecting the available gas line pressure minus 100 psi, as gas design pressure 

and drawing it as shown in Fig. 3.42. This represents the gas pressure available 

on the tubing side of a gas life valve. It also represents the pressure available for 

unloading the well at any valve.  

For design safety and to minimize valve interference, a surface design pressure 

that is 200 psi above the flowing wellhead pressure is usually selected. This 

gives a surface design pressure of 300 psi. Then join the 300 psi pressure point 

with the operating valve pressure at the depth of the operating valve. This gives 

the design gradient (Fig. 3.43).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.43: Addition of Design Gradient 
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Fig.3.44: Locating First Unloading Valve 

 

 

 

 

 

   Fig.3.45: Locating All Unloading Valves 

 

To locate unloading valves graphically; starting at the surface and a pressure of 

300 psi, draw a line towards the gas operating pressure with a slope equal to 

0.45 psi per foot i.e. the gradient of our kill fluid. Often, for locating the first 

valve, extend the line to the full gas operating pressure as shown in fig. 3.44. 

This defines the depth and pressure of valve 1. Sufficient gas pressure will be 

available at this depth to unload (u-tube) the fluids above this point.  
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The second valve is located by drawing a horizontal line at the first valve depth 

back to the design gradient line, then, downwards, using a 0.45 psi per foot 

gradient, to the gas design pressure line.  

This graphical procedure continues in the same manner until all the unloading 

valves, down to the operating valve, have been located. As seen in Fig. 3.45, 4 

(four) valves will be needed to unload the well and the operating valve to 

provide continuous gas lift operations.  

There are a number of design options for locating the unloading valves. This is 

especially true considering the available selection of valves and the ability to 

specify the valve opening and closing pressures. Often, for example a lower 

valve will be opened before an upper valve is closed so as to provide for 

smoother unloading operations.  

It’s good practice to the manufacture’s catalogs to select the unloading and 

operating valves which will satisfy the design over the life of the well. The 

valves are set to meet the required operating conditions. 

 

3.7 THE SINGLE POINT TECHNIQUE 

Restoring the productivity of non-mandrel wells with vertical lift problems or 

insufficient energy to reach flow stations would normally require the services of 

a work over rig. To deploy artificial lift methods such as gas lift (being the most 

common and accessible in the Niger Delta), the wells must be worked over and 
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recompleted with gas lift mandrels. This operation can be expensive and 

uneconomical if applied to marginal fields that are approaching their economic 

limit. The single point technique presents an opportunity to fully exploit these 

reserves that fall into these categories. Conventional methods that can be 

sometimes deployed when a rig workover is unattractive due to cost are; 

swabbing, nitrogen lifting, velocity string, etc. These methods all have their 

limitation and in most cases can only sustain productivity for a short time. 

 

3.7.1 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 

The concept of gas lifting a well with no mandrel is achieved by punching a 

hole on the production tubing with standard wire line equipment and tools. High 

pressure gas is injected through the punched hole to lighten the oil/fluid column 

in the tubing. For this case study, the holes were punched mechanically any 

point from 300 to 500ft below the fluid level by design. Individual well 

simulations revealed that the available surface facilities and fluid type in the 

well cannot support a hole/punch depth greater than 3000ft (TVD) from surface. 

Also, In order to successfully unload the annular fluid in the well with 

reasonable parameters, a punch depth that is equal to (or less than) 3000ft 

(TVD) was generally recommended and used for the continuous gas lift design. 

The holes are sized by design depending on the expected amount of gas required 

to lift the well. To eliminate some of the disadvantages and make this approach 
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safer, a one way check valve can be inserted into the punched hole. The design 

depth must be placed by design in the well such that the well can be unloaded, 

yet deep enough for lift efficiency under a range of operating conditions. 

 

3.7.2 DESIGN TECHNIQUE 

The design technique and engineering base deployed for the single point 

continuous gas lift is the same with what has already been described in details 

earlier in this chapter (see sections 3.2, 3.3 & 3.4) for the conventional 

continuous gas lift design.  

 

During the single point continuous gas lift design however, the following 

assumptions were made using the gas lift design software (WEM): 

 All well impairments have been removed or previously stimulated before 

putting them on single point gas lift. 

 The position of the orifice corresponds to at least 100psi above the 

intercept between the dead fluid and the casing pressure line to account 

for pressure loss across the orifice due to flow losses. 

 Annular fluid has mixed with reservoir fluid and the higher of the two 

gradients is considered during unloading. 

 Tubing fluid level is at least 300ft above the punched hole to avoid killing 

the well further with heavier annular fluids in an attempt to unload the 
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annular fluid. Actual fluid level must be confirmed before 

perforation/tubing punch.  

 All well barriers are integral with packer depth below 3000ftTVD. 

When these assumptions have been made, the well is then redesigned as a single 

mandrel well at a given mandrel depth. The orifice size, gas rate and expected 

oil gain are calculated in one step using WEM. 

To determine the hole depth as aforementioned, the following equation can be 

used to compute the hole depth/balance point analytically: 

 

  
       

           
 --------------------------3.6 

Where:  

L = Balance Point (ft-TVD) 

CHP  = Casing head pressure (psi) 

THP   = Tubing head pressure (psi) 

      = Tubing pressure gradient (psi/ft) 

      = Casing pressure gradient (psi/ft) 

 

Hole depth =                         -------- 3.5 

 

Where:  

AD = Actual/measured depth 
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CD = Calculated depth 

DM = Design margin (100psi) 

 

3.8 COMPRESSOR MODELING AND WELL DELIVERABILITY. 

3.8.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE IN 

 GAS LIFT OPTIMIZATION. 

In implementations where there is no external source of high pressure lift-gas 

(e.g. a gas field nearby), compressors are used to provide the lift-gas supply by 

recycling the low pressure associated gas produced with the oil production 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.46 Optimization of Gas Lifted Fields 

. 
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Lift gas leaving the discharge side of the compressor’s travel through a 

distribution network to the individual wells and returns to the production 

separators along with the fluids (oil, gas and water) produced from the reservoir. 

The gas is separated from the liquids, and passes to the compressors and from 

there back to the wells.  

Traditional optimization methods have focused on the combined performance of 

the production side of the system, i.e. the wells and the pipe network that carries 

the produced fluids to the separators. However in order to fully optimize the 

total system, it is necessary to also consider the light-gas side, including the 

compressors. 

The most important behavior characteristic for compressors with regards to total 

system optimization is that the power required to drive the compressor increases 

with flow rate and pressure rise. Therefore, for a given amount of power 

available, increasing the flow rate reduces the pressure risk that can be achieved 

and vice-versa. This leads to the following dependencies with other parts of the 

system:  

a) Compressor flow rate controls the total lift-gas available. For each well, 

there will be an optimal lift-gas rate which maximizes its production rate 

or net revenue contribution at the prevailing conditions. Ideally the total 

lift-gas available should be equal to the sum of the optimal lift-gas rates 
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to all of the wells. If it is lower than this, the lift gas rate allocated to 

some of the wells will need to be lower than the optimum.  

b) Compressor suction pressure controls the minimum allowable separator 

pressure. In general, there is a trade-off between lowering the separator 

pressure to reduce well head pressures and increase well deliverability, 

and reducing the total lift-gas available due to the increased pressure rise.  

c) Compressor discharge pressure controls the maximum gas lift pressure 

available at individual wells. This in turn controls the maximum lift-gas 

rate into the well, and also the maximum depth at which the gas can enter 

the tubing to reduce the density of the fluid column. In general, this 

should be as deep as possible. There is therefore a trade-off between 

maintaining a compressor discharge pressure which is sufficiently high to 

provide the desired lift-gas pressure at the wells, and the effect of the 

increased pressure rise on the total lift-gas available. Most large scale 

implementations of gas-lift use centrifugal compressors and these are 

further constrained by the surge and store wall aerodynamic limits. (See 

Fig. 3.47).  
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Fig. 3.47 Compressor Stage Performance Cross Q Suction  

(Assuming Constant Suction Conditions - Source: Nadar and Mckie, 2004) 

 

The compressor cannot be operated to the left of the surge line, or to the right of 

the stonewall line.  

If gas turbines are used to drive the compressors, then the power available 

cannot be assumed to be constant. The power available from a gas turbine is 

dependent upon ambient temperature. In a region such as the Gulf where there 

is a large seasonal fluctuation in air temperature, the power available in the 

summer can be 15% lower than in the winter. The power available may also 

reduce between overhauls.  

 

3.8.2 THE DETAILED COMPRESSOR MODEL  

ReO, the Resource Optimiser software from Edinburgh Petroleum services Ltd, 

has the ability to optimize large and complex gas-lifted fields, while taking into 
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account the interactions between the various elements of the total system. The 

detailed compressor model incorporated in this software has the ability to 

represent the key features of compressor performance described previously. A 

schematic of a detailed compressor model in ReO is shown in Fig. 3.48. 

 

Fig. 3.48 Model Schematic(Source: Nadar et al, 2006) 

The engineer is able to construct a model representing the configuration of his 

particular multi-stage compressor system, using objects such as gas turbines, 

compressor stages, inter-stage coolers, scrubbers and control valves.  

The gas turbine contains a performance map which defines the maximum power 

available as a function of power turbine speed, and also the variation of 

efficiency with operating conditions allowing the calculation of fuel-gas 

consumption. A correction can be applied to the performance map to account 

for changes in ambient temperature. The compressor stage object contains the 
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performance map shown in Fig. 3.47; it is expressed in dimensionless form, 

allowing the complete performance surface to be represented by just two curves.  

 

3.8.3 BENEFITS OF DETAILED COMPRESSOR MODELING  

Applications of ReO’s compressor model to gas-lifted fields worldwide have 

shown the following benefits.  

a) Separator pressures have been lowered, resulting in increased production. 

The model allows the optimum separator pressure to be quickly 

calculated for current field conditions. Without such a model, the 

calculation is complex and time-consuming and therefore is performed 

infrequently, if at all. In addition, field production staffs are rightly 

concerned about minimizing downtime and be tempted to set the 

separator pressure higher than strictly necessary, to avoid trips.  

b) Discharge pressures have been lowered, increasing total life-gas 

availability. The model allows direct calculation of the discharge pressure 

which gives the best compromise between the minimum pressure 

required at the wells and compressor throughout. Once again, in the 

absence of such a model, the calculation is complex and time consuming, 

and therefore is rarely performed. 

c) Compressor operating costs have been reduced, and availability has been 

increased. In some cases, the optimizer has recommended that whole 
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compressor trains are surplus to requirements, allowing them to be shut 

down. This results in reduced maintenance costs and increased 

availability since the stopped machine becomes reserve availability since 

the stopped machine becomes reserve capacity. Even where a train cannot 

be shut down, it may be possible to run it at a lower percentage of rated 

power, which increases the run-life between overhauls.  

Interestingly, although there appears to be potential for saving operating 

cost by reducing fuel gas consumption if compressor power is reduced, 

experience suggests that the savings are negligible, even in cases where 

the fuel gas is purchased from an external source as a utility. The main 

reasons for this is that the variation in gas turbines fuel consumption with 

power output is too small to play a significant part in the optimization.    

d) The model results in a superior shared understanding of total system 

behavior between staff from various engineering disciplines involved in 

field operations, particularly petroleum engineers and compressor 

operating and maintenance staff.  

In conclusion, gas-lifting remains an important technique to enhance the 

production of mature oil fields. In many fields, the current picture is to 

optimize individual wells, or occasionally to include the production 

gathering network in the optimization process. Recent developments such 

as EPS’s ReO software allow a more holistic approach to be taken, 
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enabling the optimization of the total system including the compressors. 

This approach delivers increased net revenue, and also provides 

operational benefits (Nadar et al, 2006).    

In this study, the ReO (Resource Optimization Model was used to preliminarily 

validate the gas lift designs for those wells without an external source for high 

pressure lift gas from high GOR wells within the jacket/platform/cluster. In 

validating the designs, the ReO Model established that the optimum lift gas 

rates and injection pressures are within available compressor capacity. 
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3.9.0. PROJECT WORKFLOW AND PROCESS CONNECTIVITY 

The figure below summarizes the project workflow and connectivity: 

 

 

Fig 3.49: Project workflow   
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3.10.0 DEVELOPMENT OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR 

ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF GAS LIFT SYSTEMS 

This is an objective function relating NPV directly to well production and 

reservoir parameters. This model will enable upfront/proactive evaluation of oil 

well production projects such as gaslift systems or other artificial lift systems. 

 

NPV can be broken down into the component parts of the cash-flow: 

 

NPV = NPV (revenue stream) + NPV (Opex) + NPV (Capex) .......3.7 

 

Where the NPV (Opex) and NPV (Capex) are negative. 

The following factors will now be incorporated in the derivation of the NPV 

objective function are: 

                 Initial oil production per well per day 

                  Total number of wells, including injectors 

    
           Technical reserves i.e. the amount of oil that can be  

   recovered up until abandonment. 

                    Net oil price (i.e. after all taxes and royalties, including  

   profit tax) 

                        Discount rate 

             Net capital cost per well 
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                      Net capital/Development costs (not related to numbers of 

   wells, e.g. roads, platforms and pipelines). 

              Net opex per well 

 

Note: In this context, “net” means (or is expressed) in terms of effect on present 

value, after all taxes and royalties. 

 

Starting by calculating the NPV of the revenue stream:  

Assuming an exponential decline in production, 

                     
         

For    numbers of wells, it becomes: 

                       
         

From the definition of reserve – making abandonment as far as possible, 

    
       

   

 

 

         

On solution of the above equation and making the decline constant,   the 

subject of the equation, we get the following expression: 

  
    

    

       

Substitute equation 3.11 into equation 3.10 to eliminate the decline constant    

we have: 
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By the definition of NPV 

                    
                     

      

 

 

        

Where                          

On substituting equation 3.14 into 3.15 the following expression was derived: 

                    
        

  
       
    

  
     

      

 

 

          

                     
       

    

 

 

  
       

      

 

 

    
 

     

      

         
 

   

   

  
             

         
 
   

   

 

 
                

         
 

                

         
  

                               

                                      

The integral simplifies to: 
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Opex Cash flow: 

                                     

           
            

      

 

 

          

On solution of the above equation, we have: 

  
                      

       
         

This reduces to  
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Capex Cash flow: 

Looking at Capex, since all the capital expenditure is assumed to occur at 

Time t=0, then 

          

                                    

                                                   

                                     

 

Objective function summary 

NPV = NPV (revenue stream) + NPV (Opex) + NPV (Capex) 

The final result is gotten by adding equations 3.17, 3.21 and 3.22 

    
                

    
               

 
           

       

                                  

The above equation (3.11) is the objective function is subject to the following 

constrains: 

                 

From equation 3.11 
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The decline exponent expressed as a function of reservoir properties 

was discussed in details by Abu-Kassem (2001), Basic Applied 

Reservoir Simulation. It is thus given as: 

  
      

            
         

From the above equation we can state that: 

    

          
 

 

 
                                

                                 

Equation 3.24 can be re-written as: 

  
  

    
         

Also as stated above (in equation 3.26): 

  
    

    

        

Equating both equation (3.26 & 3.27) and solving for the total cumulative 

recovery to abandonment        
 

Combining equation 3.26 and 3.27 and solving for     
 gives: 

 

    
 

         

  
     

  

   
 …….. 3.28 
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Where: 

          

     
           

Or  

       
              

   
        

 

Where: 

   
  

      
  (Productivity index) …….3.31 

And; 

                ……… …3.32 

 

In this work, continuous rather than discrete discounting of the cash flows was 

assumed; this is analogous to a continuous constant decline production profile 

(exponential), which was also assumed in this work. With this, the mathematical 

consistency of the NPV Model (which is generally a linear model) is retained. 

3.10.1 NONLINEAR OPTIMIZATION PROCESS FOR 

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION MODEL 

To optimize the objective function developed in section 3.7.0, the nonlinear 

optimization process was used. This method of solution became the pivot for 

the visual basic computer program/algorithm. Equation 3.23 formed bulk of the 
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algorithm for the main program. Subroutine subprograms algorithms were also 

written (in visual basic) for equations 3.17, 3.21, 3.22, 3.25, 3.26, 3.27 and 3.28. 

Thus, the program developed has the ability to simulate optimized NPV via 

sensitivity analysis of reservoir and production components of the objective 

function. The author leveraged on visual basic’s integrated development 

environment (IDE) and graphical user interface (GUI) to simulate optimized 

NPV and display simulation results respectively.  

 

3.10.2  MULTIVARIATE NONLINEAR OPTIMIZATION 
 

Numerical optimization is the location of the extrema of a mathematical model. 

The mathematical model, referred to as the objective function (Equation 3.23), 

accepts multiple decision variables as input, such as initial average flow rate, 

number of wells, price of oil per barrels, etc, and returns a single value NPV, 

which is the objective variable, as output. Optimization strives to locate the 

minimum or maximum value of the objective function. 

 

3.10.2.1 THE NEWTON’S METHOD OF SOLUTION 

Nonlinear optimization methods based on Newton’s technique locate the 

extrema by approximating the objective function with a nonlinear quadratic 

model. 
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The quadratic model is chosen so that, at a given point, its first and second 

derivatives are identical to the first and second derivatives of the objective 

function. Therefore, at the given point, the objective function and the quadratic 

model are identical in value, slope, and curvature. The quadratic model is solved 

for the stationary point where its gradient goes to zero. If the quadratic model is 

a good approximation of the objective function, then the stationary point of the 

quadratic model should be near a stationary point of the objective function. The 

stationary point of the quadratic model is taken as the new estimate of the 

objective function’s stationary point and the process is repeated until some form 

of convergence criteria is satisfied. 

 

Principle  

Newton’s Method attempts to construct a sequence    from an initial guess 

  that converges towards    such that        . This   is called a stationary 

point 

The second order Taylor expansion of f(x) around x is given as 

                     
 

 
                 

The above equation (3.31) attains its extremum when its derivative with respect 

to ∆x is equal to zero, i.e. when ∆x solves the linear equation: 
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N/B: The right hand side of the above equation is a quadratic in ∆x, with 

constant coefficients 

Thus, provided that f(x) is a twice-differentiable function well approximated by 

its second order Taylor expansion and the initial guess   is chosen close enough 

to  , the sequence 

                    
      

       
 

and 

        
      

       
               

 

Will converge towards a root of    for which          

 

3.10.2.2 THE MULTIVARIATE FUNCTION 

The above iterative scheme can be generalized to several dimensions by 

replacing the derivative with the gradient,       and the reciprocal of the 

second derivative with the inverse of the Hessian matrix       . One obtains 

the iterative scheme 

                                      

Or 
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Finding the inverse of the Hessian in high dimensions can be an expensive 

operation. In such cases, instead of directly inverting the Hessian it's better to 

calculate the vector: 

                            

From equation 3.34 and 3.35, it can be deduced that the value    is given as: 

                      

   is the vector of displacement from    and is expressed as follows (in terms 

of the variable used in the objective function) as the solution to the system of 

linear equations 

 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

   

     

     

  

          

           

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 …………………. 3.39 

 

       Is the gradient n-vector of    
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 ……………………………… 3.40 

And        is the Hessian Matrix of    variables which follows the following 

format below 

       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     

      

     

      

     

      

     

      
  

     

      

     

      

     

      

     

      

     

      
  

     

      

     

      

     

      

     

      

     

      
  

     

      

     

      

     

      

     

      

     

      
  

     

      

 

     

      

     

      

     

      

     

      
  

     

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ……. 3.41 

Where    to    is a vector of the decision variables represented as follows 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  

  
  

  

  

  

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

  

    

    

 
         

          

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ……………………….. 3.42 

The Hessian matrix is expressed as a function of the variables used in this study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS. 

4.1 RESULTS REVIEW 

In this Chapter, the details of the results for the individual wells will be 

discussed with a view of drawing conclusions and making recommendations for 

practices. Also the candidate selection process for the wells that are 

recommended for gas lift is discussed. The Nodal Systems Sensitivity analysis 

for the well models built and their validation, the system deliverability based on 

the validated well models, the gas lift design for selected wells and the “single 

point” approach will also be discussed. The availability of gas lines will also be 

discussed and the overall results/production gains will justify proposed gas lines 

for the gas lift initialization project. Recommendations for proposed gas lines 

shall be made based on these. There will be an illustration of design results from 

wells selected for the gas lift initialization project.  

The wells selected for study met some criteria which are necessary for 

successful gas lift implementation to be achieved. The criteria include: 

1. Gas-oil-ratio (GOR) that must not exceed the 2000SCF/STB threshold. 

2. Water cut (BS&W) that must not exceed the eighty percent (80%) 

threshold. 

3. Tubing pressure of 100 psi and above. 
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4. An oil gravity value that ranges between twenty (20) and forty-five (45) 

degrees API. 

The wells that met the criteria are listed in the table below. 

 
 

 

NOTE: Further details on well data, parameters and criteria used for the table above can be obtained from 

Table 3.0 in chapter 3. 

HYSOL 

WELL 

JACKET 

NUMBER 
RESERVOIR BOPD COMMENTS 

   7    7 H-05/HY-02 150 Well has low TBG and high GOR, excellent BS&W, great candidate for gas lift. 

P9D    9 G-02/HY-05 461 Well has relatively high GOR, high BS&W but is a good candidate for gas lift. 

  19D   19 G-02/HY-05 148 
Well has high GOR and relatively high BS&W. TBG is okay and potential for gas lift is 

present. 

  21D   21 H-05/HY-02 725 Well has excellent BS&W, and all other criteria are within threshold for potential gas lift. 

  24   24 K-02/HY-08 114 
Well has low TBG head pressure, but all other criteria are within range for gas lift 

implementation. 

  24D   24 M-05/HY-02 528 Low TBG, average BS&W, GOR within threshold, potential gas lift candidate. 

  38   37 O-04/HY-30 158 
High GOR present in the well, and relatively high BS&W, but still a good candidate for gas 

lift. 

  45D   45 G-01/HY-21 1196 
Well has great BS&W, god TBG pressure and all other conditions are ideal for gas lift. ( no 

GLM installed) 

  46   45 O-06/HY-24 293 Well has very high BS&W but all other conditions are okay for gas lift. 

  46D   45 N-03/HY-46 374 Well has relatively high BS&W, but has other conditions ideal for gas lift implementation. 

  47D   45 O-05/HY-22 282 
Well has high GOR and moderately high BS&W, and has a good chance for gas lift 

implementation. 

  73D   73 Q-1A/HY-08 520 Well has high GOR, but excellent BS&W of 0%, making a candidate ideal for gas lift. 

  78   62 N-01/HY-24 572 Well has average BS&W, tubing pressure is okay and is a good candidate for gas lift. 

  80   80 O-07/Hy-77 576 Well has high GOR and high BS&W but other conditions are okay for gas lift. 

  80D   80 O-1B/HY-77 2117 
Well has excellent characteristics, and all conditions meet the threshold values necessary for 

gas lift. 

  83   80 L-01/HY-55 440 Well has high GOR and relatively low BS&W, all in all making a good candidate for gas lift. 

  83D   80 L-02/HY-55 614 

Well has high GOR and high BS&W. Still it is hoped that with the values at just below the 

threshold values, some economic output can be achieved from the well with gas lift 

initialization. 

  84   82 O-07/HY-77 366 Well has high GOR and relatively high BS&W, but still is a good candidate for gas lift. 

  84D   82 M-03/HY-52 261 
Well has high GOR, Tubing pressure is okay and BS&W is average, within threshold. Good 

candidate for gas lift. 

  95   73 G-01/HY-21 295 
Well has high GOR, and low tubing pressure and average BS&W of 40, still making a good 

candidate for gas lift. 

  96H   73 H-04/HY-04 573 
Well has high GOR, but excellent BS&W at 0.1%, with great chances of excellent results with 

gas lift. 

  99H   62 N-01/HY-24 4163 Well has excellent characteristics and meets all requirements for gas lift. Very good production. 

Table 4.1: List of Selected Wells with Comments  
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In summary, eighteen wells (18) out of the twenty-two (22) on the table above 

were chosen and reviewed. For two wells, Well 80 and Well 99H, nodal models 

were built but no match was found with past well test data, hence the models 

could not be validated. This means that either the data were erroneous / 

inaccurate, or that the data were incomplete / inconsistent. Fresh data re-

acquisition for the two wells are therefore proposed. 

Two other wells, well 73D and well 47D have problems that require major rig 

workovers to be carried out on them. Well 73D has a wire line fish causing an 

obstruction to the flow. Well 47D has corroded pipes and communication 

between the tubing and annulus. These problems and their solutions are outside 

the scope of this work and as such, these wells were disqualified. The remaining 

eighteen wells are now the only candidates that will be reviewed further in this 

study. 

 

4.2 NODAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS REVIEW 

4.2.0 SYSTEMS INTRODUCTORY REVIEW 

This section reviews the building of nodal files for the top 18 candidate wells 

(mentioned in the previous section) in the HYSOL field. These nodal files 

would be useful when recommending corrective actions such as choke changes, 

planning for gas lift, or carrying out other remedial actions in these critical 

wells. 
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The software used in building these nodal files was the WELL EVALUATION 

MODEL (WEM version 10.5) commercial package. This software gives an 

instantaneous picture of the performance of a well. That is to say, for instance, 

that it does not predict when a well will start to produce water or gas, but rather 

what one should expect if it produces water or gas today (Mosely, 1982). 

Several critical parameters which change with time include BS&W, GOR, 

reservoir pressure, relative permeability to oil/water, skin, etc. A change in any 

of these parameters may have adverse effects on the outcome of these 

predictions. In addition, several of these parameters are not known with a high 

degree of certainty and had to be sensitized on before a match was obtained. 

Also, some assumptions (not exhaustive) implicit in these models include: 

1. A well will quit production when the THP is less than 1.5 times the 

present manifold pressure as predicted by HYSIS
®

 model for surface 

lines within the facility. 

2. A reduction in choke size will lead to an increase in THP and vice versa. 

3. Hagedorn and Brown’s (1965) vertical flow correlation adequately 

describes the Tubing Performance Curve (TPC) for the wells in the 

HYSOL field. 

Notwithstanding the above limitations and assumptions, these nodal files gave a 

technical insight into the performance of these wells. These recommendations 
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made will no doubt aid the field engineers in making critical decisions on these 

wells. 

4.2.1  NODAL FILE REVIEW OF HYSOL WELL 24D 

HYSOL well 24D was initially completed in 1976, and is producing from the 

southern area of the M-05/HY-02 reservoir through the short string. A dedicated 

injector, HY421, was drilled to support the pressure in the southern area of the 

reservoir in 1984. The northern area is responding excellently to a water flood 

initiated since 1982. 

Production from this well showed a steady increase from 2000 to 3000 BOPD 

from March 1994 to December 1999 on a choke of 54/64”. The GOR dropped 

from 2000 to 500 SCF/STB and BS&W remained constant at 0.1% during this 

period. From January 2000 to May 2001, production ranged between 3400-4000 

BOPD on a choke of 58/64”. The corresponding GOR ranged between 550 and 

700 SCF/STB at a constant water cut of 0.1%. 

From May 2001to May 2002, the well produced between 3800 to 4200 BOPD 

with GOR of about 600 SCF/STB and BS&W of 0.1% on 60/64” choke. 

A well test run on June 2002 showed that the BS&W increased from 0.1% to 

15% on the existing choke of 60/64”.The choke was beaned down to 36/64” in 

November 2002. The BS&W increased to 17%. This suggests water 

breakthrough. The well is currently producing on a 28/64” choke. Last well test 
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(November 2005) showed well to be producing 342 BOPD with BS&W of 

40%. 

4.2.1.1   ACTION TAKEN 

A nodal file using WEM was built for HYSOL 24D. A post-water breakthrough 

match was established using WEM and this was used to predict the flow under 

different water cuts and choke sizes. 

Results from the nodal file showed that the flow tends towards unstable 

conditions as the water cut increases beyond 60% and dies at 70% BS&W, 

irrespective of the choke sizes used. 

It is therefore imperative that to action should be taken to increase production or 

shut off source of water. 

Analysis of the plot of Fig. 4.1 shows a post-water breakthrough match for two 

well test data in the same year. The match gets better, as noticed from the plot, 

with well test data. 
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Fig. 4.1: HY-24D History Match 

 

4.2.2  NODAL FILE REVIEW ON HYSOL WELL 99H. 

HYSOL well 99H was initially completed in 2001 and has been producing from 

the southern area of the G-02/HY-03 reservoir. A dedicated injector, HY421, 

was drilled to support the pressure in the southern area of the reservoir in 1994. 

1st Feb.’05 
Actual WT data: 623bfpd; 374bopd; BSW=40;  

GOR=834, FTP=125psi; Choke=36. Plot = 
494bfpd 

13 Nov.’05 
Actual WT data: 570bfpd; 342bopd; BSW=40;  

GOR=614, FTP=170psi; Choke=28. Plot = 
538bfpd 
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The northern area has been responding excellently to a water flood initiated in 

1982. 

Production from this well showed a steady increase from 1000 BOPD on a 

choke of 32/64” in December 2001 to over 4000 BOPD on a choke of 64/64” in 

January 2002. The GOR dropped from over 5000 to 600 SCF/STB and the 

BS&W remained relatively constant at 0.1% during this period. The Tubing 

Head Pressure (THP) reportedly reduced from 1900 psig to 700 psig during this 

period also. 

Three tests run in August 2002, September 2002 and January 2003 showed a 

production jump to over 4000 BOPD. The THP remained at a value of 670 psig 

and GOR increased slightly to 778 SCF/STB. The choke size remained 60/64” 

during this period. 

 

4.2.2.1   ACTION TAKEN 

A nodal file using the WELL EVALUATION MODEL 10.0 (WEM) was built 

for HYSOL well 99H. 

A match was not easily established using the reported THP, GOR and reservoir 

pressure (as at January 2003). The liquid production (as predicted by the model) 

was less than the reported production. This suggests that some of these data may 

be unreliable. However, after sensitizing on these parameters, a reasonable 
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match was obtained. This model was used to predict liquid rate under different 

choke sizes and water cuts. 

Results from nodal file showed that the well is flowing as forecasted. The flow 

tends towards unstable conditions as water cut increases beyond 70% and dies 

at 80% BS&W irrespective of choke sizes used. 

The well appears to be flowing under optimal conditions (See Fig. 4.2). 

However with  water cut increasing at a steady rate, which may ultimately 

impact on production, the well is a good early candidate for gas lift in order to 

sustain productivity and arrest decline as long as possible. 
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Fig. 4.2: HY-99H History Match 

4.2.3  NODAL FILE REVIEW OF HYSOL WELL 80D. 

HYSOL well 80D was initially completed in December 2000 and has been 

producing from the O-1B/HY-77 reservoir on the short string. 

Production from this well in February 2001 was about 3900 BOPD on a choke 

of 48/64” and GOR of about 500 SCF/STB. The BS&W produced was 

08 Dec.’04 
Actual WT data: 2107bfpd; 2096bopd; BSW=.5;  

GOR=600, FTP=550psi; Choke=38. Plot = 2078bfpd 
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measured at 0.1%. In August 2001, the choke size was increased to 52/64” and 

the production rate increased to 4238 BOPD. The GOR increased to about 620 

SCF/STB and BS&W remained 0.1%. 

The last test run in May 2002 showed the well to be producing 2117 BOPD 

with BS&W of 30% and GOR of 652 SCF/STB on a choke size of 46/64”. 

 

4.2.3.1   ACTION TAKEN 

A nodal file using the WELL EVALUATION MODEL 10.5 (WEM) was built 

for this well. A match was established using WEM and this was used to predict 

flow under different water cuts and choke sizes. 

Results from nodal file showed that the flow tends towards unstable conditions 

as water cut increases to 40%BS&W on a choke size of 52/64”. Nodal file also 

shows that if the well is opened to 72/64”, there would be incremental 

production of about 1000 BOPD. 

Well 80D was nominated for gas lift because of the following reasons: 

(1) It meets the necessary criteria (as prescribed in Page 109) required 

for gas lift. 

(2) With increasing water cut, as shown in the nodal file (See Fig. 4.3), 

production is bound to decline. In order to arrest the decline, it was 

nominated for gas lift. 
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Fig. 4.3: HY-80D History Match 

 

4.2.4  NODAL FILE REVIEW OF HYSOL WELL 83 

HYSOL well 83 was initially completed in 2001 and has been producing from 

the L-01/HY-55 reservoir. 

16 Apr.’05 
Actual WT data: 4626bfpd; 

4163bopd; BSW=10;  
GOR=778, FTP=670psi; 

Choke=60. Plot = 4421bfpd 
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Production from this well in September 2001 was 3417 BOPD on a choke of 

40/64” with a GOR of about 300 SCF/STB. The corresponding BS&W was 

0.1%. 

In October 2001, the well was beaned up to 44/64” and the rate increased to 

4000 BOPD with a GOR of about 900 SCF/STB. The BS&W remained at 0.1%. 

In September 2002, while still on choke 44/64”, the GOR increased to 1350 

SCF/STB and the rate reduced to 3441 BOPD. The BS&W remained at 0.1%. 

Another test was run in November 2002 and the rate was 3602 BOPD and a 

GOR of 1416 SCF/STB on the same choke size of 44/64”. The BS&W 

remained at 0.1%. 

It is therefore obvious that the well has started to produce gas which may 

constrain the oil production. 

 

4.2.4.1  ACTION TAKEN 

A nodal file using the WELL EVALUATION MODEL 10.0 (WEM) was built 

for HYSOL well 83. 

A match was established using WEM and this was used to predict flow under 

different GORs, water cuts and choke sizes. 

Results from nodal file showed that the optimum GOR is between 400 and 500 

SCF/STB. GORs above these ranges tend to reduce the oil rate. Also under the 
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existing conditions (high GOR et al) the well continues to flow even under 

water cuts as high as 95%. 

Because of the increasing GOR, the choke was beaned down. The last well test 

data, which was in April 2004, had the following parameters: 1346 BOPD, 

GOR of 1168 SCF/STB, choke size 34/64” and BS&W of 15% (See Fig. 4.4). 

Based on this well test data, and a water cut that is increasing gradually, the 

well was nominated for gas lift. 

Fig. 4.4: HY-83History Match 
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4.2.5  NODAL FILE REVIEW OF HYSOL WELL 84. 

HYSOL well 84 was initially completed in 1996 and has been producing from 

the O-07/HY-77 reservoir since then. 

Production from this well was about 2000 BOPD on a choke of 40/64” in May 

2001 with a GOR of about 390 SCF/STB. In June 2001, the well was beaned up 

to 44/64” and the rate increased to nearly 2500 BOPD. The GOR remained 

fairly constant at 390 SCF/STB. The BS&W for this period remained at about 

0.1% 

Three tests run in July 2000, July 2002 and January 2004 on the wells showed 

an increasing water rate of 25, 33.2 and 50% respectively (See Fig. 4.5). The oil 

rate accordingly dropped to 826, 483 and 366 BOPD, respectively. The choke 

size remained at 28/64”. 

 

4.2.5.1   ACTION TAKEN 

A nodal file using the WELL EVALUATION MODEL 10.0 (WEM) was built 

for this well. The model was used to predict liquid rate under different choke 

sizes and water cuts. 

Results from the nodal file showed that the well tends towards unstable 

conditions as the water cut increased beyond 80% BS&W on a choke of 28/64”. 
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The well started producing increasing amounts of water. This may be as a result 

of water coning or encroachment. If the well is indeed coning water, and if a 

reduction of choke to 20/64” would reduce the BS&W to 0%, the nodal file 

built indicates that the liquid rate would be about 1500 BOPD. This is about 

1000 BOPD loss. 

However this may mean increased reserves as less oil is likely to be bypassed 

by the waterfront under a reduced choke. On the other hand, in case of water 

encroachment, a reduction of the choke to 20/64” would not yield any 

appreciable reduction in BS&W, and the loss in production due to this action 

would be in excess of 1200 BOPD. 

Nodal file shows that the well will be able to flow even at BS&W as high as 

80%. Therefore the well was nominated for gas lift, so as to sustain oil 

production rate even at increased BS&W. 
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Fig. 4.5: HY-84 History Match 

  

01 Dec.’05 

Actual WT data: 3024bfpd; 2117bopd; BS&W=30;  

GOR=652, FTP=540psi; Choke=46. Plot = 3043bfpd; 

01 
May.

’03 

Actu
al 

WT 
data

: 

2891
bfpd; 
2371

bopd
; 

BS&

W=1
8;  

GOR

=850
, 

FTP

=940
psi; 

Chok

e=42
. 

Plot 

= 
2848
bfpd; 

11 Feb.’00 

Actual WT data: 2276bfpd; 2276bopd; 
BS&W=0;  

GOR=841, FTP=1080psi; Choke=34. Plot = 

2281bfpd; 
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4.2.6  NODAL FILE REVIEW FOR HYSOL WELL 84D. 

HYSOL well 84D was initially completed in 1996 and has been producing from 

the M-03/HY-52 reservoir. 

The well test parameters are similar to that of HYSOL well 84, and with the 

results of three well tests run in August 2000, January 2002 and January 2004 

showing drop in oil rate from 828 BOPD to 811 BOPD to 261 BOPD 

respectively, the well was nominated for gas lift, in order to sustain oil 

production rate. 

 

Fig. 4.6: HY-84D History Match 

 

28 Apr.’04 
Actual WT data: 1584bfpd; 1346bopd; BSW=15;  

GOR=1168, FTP=760psi; Choke=34. Plot = 1853bfpd; 

01 Jul.’03 
Actual WT data: 1242bfpd; 1118bopd; BSW=10;  

GOR=1293, FTP=1000psi; Choke=28. Plot = 
1242bfpd 
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4.3 GASLIFT DESIGN NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.3.0 HYSOLWELL-24D. 

Fig. 4.7 shows the calibrated Nodal Model for HYSOL-24D on natural flow of 

548 BLPD. Fig. 4.8 reveals the production gains of 1234 BLPD when the same 

well has been put on continuous gas lift. 

 

 

Fig. 4.7: Well on natural flow HYSOLWELL-24D. 
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Fig. 4.8: Nodal systems analysis of HYSOLWELL-24D on GL 

 

 

Fig. 4.9 System Deliverability Sensitivity Analysis forHYSOLWELL-24D 
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Notice that there is little change in liquid rate produced @500M SCF/d with 

100psi (WHD Pressure) when compared to the liquid rate produced 

@1000MSCF/d with the same 100psi. WHD (Fig. 4.9). The observed increase 

in production rate from 1234 BLPD to 1300 BLPD does not justify the cost for 

increased lift gas injection rate from 500MSCF/d to 1600MSCF/d (as revealed 

in the ReO Model results) at an injection rate between 700 to 1300 psig. 

 

4.3.1 HYSOLWELL-7 

The Model for this well could not flow naturally as shown in Fig. 4.10. The well 

was not completed with mandrels, and hence the “single point” option is 

naturally the preferred option for HYSOL well-7. 

 

Fig. 4.10: Model on Natural Flow for HYSOLWELL-7 
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The Manifold pressure of over 75psi is very difficult for this well to sustain 

stable flow. When placed on continuous gas lift, the well is observed to sustain 

flow as seen in Fig. 4.11. 

 

 

Fig. 4.11: Model on Gaslift for HYSOLWELL-7 

 

Fig. 4.12 is the sensitivity analysis of wells deliverability when placed on 

continuous gas lift. It can be clearly observed that there is significant increase in 

liquid rate as the injection pressure is increased from 250 psi to 400 psi. 
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Fig. 4.12: Sensitivity Analysis on Systems Deliverability for HYSOLWELL-7. 

 

Wellhead pressure cannot be less than 80psi in this well ‘because the manifold 

pressure is 75psi. The oil rate is equal to the liquid rate because water cut is 0%. 

Well-7 was completed without mandrels so the single point gas lift installation 

is recommended with an orifice of about one inch (1”). Practically, it is difficult 

to insert this orifice at depth deeper than 3000ft. What was lost in terms of 

production for inserting the orifice at a depth of 3000ft can be gained by 

adjusting the choking down to a pressure less than the design Wellhead pressure 

of 160psi which is the tubing pressure from the last Well Test data. 
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4.3.2 HYSOL Well-9D 

Actual fluid rate in this well is 1153 BFPD and the model plot is 1103BFPD 

from Fig. 4.13 on natural flow. 

 

Fig. 4.13: Well 9D on Gas Lift (Nodal Plot) With Liquid Rate of 1500bfpd 

 

When HYSOL-9D is placed on continuous gas lift, there is significant increase 

in production rate to a value between 2500 – 3600 BLPD (See Fig. 4.14). 
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Fig. 4.14: Modified Nodal Gas lift Plot for HYSOL well-9D. 

 

Notice that a combination of 500mscfd and 1000psi injection pressure with a 

wellhead pressure of 200psia will yield the over 3000bfpd at a percentage water 

cut of 80%. 
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Fig. 4.15:System Deliverability Sensitivity on well 9D. 

 

With a BSW of 60%, the lowest possible wellhead flowing pressure is 500psi 

according to gaslift (GL) design. With a BS&W of 80%, the lowest possible 

wellhead flowing pressure is 200psi (according to GL design). The GL design 

with a single orifice is the same in terms of produced fluid rate with the GL 

valves design. The only difference is the injection rate as shown below i.e. 

507MSCF/d for valves design as against 763MSCF/d for orifice design (See gas 

lift interfaces in Fig. 4.16, 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19). It is interesting to note that the 

available compressor capacity/lift gas can economically support the orifice 

design as shown in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19. 
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Fig. 4.16: Valves Design for Well 9-D 
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Fig. 4.17: Orifice design interface (HYSOL-9D) 

 

Fig. 4.18: Orifice design for Well-9D. 
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4.3.3 HYSOL Well-19D. 

Fig. 4.18 is the plot for Well-19D on natural flow which is a close match to 4
th

 

of January 1996 well test data with the liquid rate of 1026 BLPD. 

 

Fig. 4.19: Well-19D on natural flow. 

 

Sensitivity analysis with well test data of the 7
th

 of December 1992 (1670bfpd) 

and the 4th of June 1996 gave a close match of 1644bfpd against 1670bfpd, and 

1126bfd against 1144bfpd, respectively (See Fig. 4.21). With 40psi in the 

casing from the 4
th

 of January 1996, there appears to be a partial communication 

between the tubing and the annulus or possible annulus fluid expansion during 
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production. This annular pressure maybe the reason for the slight model 

mismatch. 

When placed on a continuous gas lift, HYSOL-19D production rate went up to 

as much as 3100 BLPD (Fig. 4.21b). The production rate for standard 

continuous gas lift design is the same with single orifice except that the 

injection rates are much higher with the single orifice design. 

 

Fig. 4.20: Sensitivity analysis for Well-19D 
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Fig. 4.21: Systems Deliverability Analysis for Well-19D. 

 

Injection rate of 500 to 1000 MSCF/d, an injection pressure of 800 – 1000 psig 

and an appropriate well-head pressure (WHP)/choke size combination will yield 

production rate in the excess of 3000 BLPD (See Fig. 4.22). 

 

4.3.4 HYSOL Well-38. 

The Nodal plot for HYSOL-38 on natural flow is shown in Fig. 4.22 carried out 

with a well-head pressure of 800 psi and production rate can be seen to be 668 

BLPD. Nodal analyses of well-38 on gas lift are displayed below (figure 4.22). 

Analysis was carried out with a wellhead pressure of 800psi. 
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Fig. 4.22: Nodal analysis on natural flow for well-38 

 

Fig. 4.23: Nodal analysis of well-38 on gas lift. 

The system deliverability analysis for HYSOL-well 38 is shown in Fig. 4.25 

below. 
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Fig.4.24: System Deliverability Analysis for well-38 

 

It can be seen from Fig. 4.25 that it is much easier and effective to inject gas at a 

pressure lower than 1000psi with a wellhead pressure of 150psi to produce at a 

rate greater than 1400bfpd. 

 

4.3.5 HYSOL Well-46. 

The nodal mode developed for HYSOL well 64 successfully matched August 

1997 well test data (500 BLPD on the plot as against actual production rate of 

503 BLPD) See Fig 4.26. It also matched February 2002 well test data (1475 

BLPD as against 1465 BLPD).  
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Fig.4.25: Model Validation Curves (HYSOL-46) 

 

An increase in production rate to 3000 BLPD and above is observed in HYSOL 

well 46 NODAL Model when placed on gas lift (Fig. 4.27) with an injection 

rate of between 500 – 100 MSCF/d. With a well-head pressure of 100 psi, and 

an injection pressure of 1000 psi, production rate under continuous gas lift will 

increase to 3500 BLPD (See Fig. 4.28). 

Well 46 exhibit a significant reduction in production rate of 219 BFPD due to 

the shallower orifice placement depth (3000 ftah) against 3903 ftah (operating 

OK-46 (O-06/OK-27)

19 Feb.’02

Actual WT data: 1465bfpd; 293bopd; BSW=40; 

GOR=922; FTP=280psi; Choke=38. Plot = 1475bfpd

31 Aug.’97

Actual WT data: 503bfpd; 151bopd; BSW=70; 

GOR=748, FTP=460psi; Choke=16. Plot = 500bfpd
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value placement depth). This is evident in the gas lift design interface shown in 

Figs. 4.29 and 4.30. 

 

Fig. 4.26: Nodal Analysis of System on Gas-lift (HYSOL-46). 

 

Fig. 4.27: System Deliverability Sensitivity of Gas lift Systems  

(HYSOL-46). 
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Fig. 4.28: Valve Placement Design for HYSOL-46 
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Fig. 4.29: Single Orifice Placement Design (HYSOL-46) 
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4.3.6 HYSOL Well-45D 

It is suspected that HYSOL well 45 (long string) has a hole in the tubing which 

has the potential of compromising the well test data from well 45D (short 

string). This hole was fixed in May 2002 with a patch, thus only well test data 

after May 2002 can be said to be near accurate. Only test data of the 1
st
 of 

March 2005 and 9
th

 of December 2005 were used to validate the HYSOL 45D 

well model. 

From the plots/analysis below, it can be noticed that there is a difference of 

production rate of liquid of about 200bfpd because of change in maximum 

depth for operating valve/orifice from 4750ft to 3000ft. 

 

Fig. 4.30: Nodal Analysis of Well-45D on Natural Flow. 
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The well NODAL Model on natural flow (Fig. 4.3) closely matched the last 

well test data of the 9
th

 of December 2005 (1173 BLPD against actual rates of 

1272 BFPD). 

 

Fig. 4.31: Nodal Sensitivities for Wt Data of The 9th of December and the 1st of March 2005 

 

Nodal Sensitivities for the well test data of the 1
st
 of March 2005 successfully 

matched the production rate of 1517 BFPD (See Fig. 4.32). 
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Fig. 4.32: Nodal Analysis of the GL System (Well-45D) 

 

HYSOL-45D Nodal Model on continuous gas lift increase production to 2,200 

BFPD (See Fig. 4.33). With the right combination of well-head pressures 

(choke size), gas injection pressure and rate of 1000 psig and 1000 MSCF/d 

(See Fig. 4.34), production rate can go as high as 2700 BFPD. 

It can be observed from Figs. 4.35, 4.36, 4.37 and 4.38 that there is a difference 

of 200 BLPD in production rate due to the difference between single orifice and 

depth of 3000ftah and the optimum operating value depth of 4750ftah. 
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Fig. 4.33: System deliverability sensitivity of GL system (Well-45D) 
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Fig. 4.34: Valves Placement Design (Well-45D) 
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Fig. 4.35: Orifice Placement Design (Well-45D) 
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4.3.7 HYSOL Well-84 

HYSOL well 84 Nodal plot on natural flow is shown in Fig. 4.39. From the 

plot, it can be observed that the Model successfully matched well test data of 

July 2000, July 2002 and January 2004 (See Fig. 4.39).  

In well-84, it was noticed that there is an increased fluid production rate when 

nodal analysis is run with tubing head pressure rather than choke. With a gas 

injection rate of 500MSCF/d, a drastic reduction in production rate to 

100bbls/day or less is noticed in the GL sensitivity plots (See Fig. 4.40). An 

increase in injection rate to 1000MSCF/day or more will yield an increase in 

production rate to about 700bbls/day or more. Hence it is advised not to initiate 

gas lift on this well except the resources exist to inject gas at a minimum rate of 

1000MSCF/d or more (See Fig. 4.41). 
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Fig. 4.36: Analysis of Well on Natural Flow 

 

 

Fig.4.37: Nodal Analysis of GL System (Well-84) 

 

OK-84 (O-07/OK-77)

01 Jan.’04
Actual WT data: 732bfpd; 366bopd; BSW=50; 

GOR=1557, FTP=560psi; Choke=28. Plot = 742bfpd
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Fig. 4.38: System Deliverability Sensitivity (Well-84). 

 

4.4. SUMMARY REVIEWOF RESULTS 

A total of 19 wells were finally identified as good candidates for gas lift 

initialization project. All wells selected were initially completed without gas lift 

mandrels and as such require a work-over rig to de-complete and recomplete the 

wells with gas lift mandrels as per design.  

The cost of hiring an offshore rig for a work-over campaign of gas lift mandrel 

installation in the 19 wells, in addition to cost of inspection and possible 

replacement of completions tubing may (in this particular case) outweigh the 

depleting production gains from these nineteen (19) completions. 
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The “single point” gas lift was considered as an alternative to the conventional 

gas lift application. This initiative require punching a single hole in the existing 

tubing and inserting (were technically possible) an orifice. The depth of the 

punch is practically possible at about +/- 3000ft from the surface but can be 

deeper in some peculiar circumstances. The orifice insert will normally range 

from 1/2” to 1” depending on in-country availability and vendor competence. 

Another great challenge with the “single point” design is the annular fluid 

content. Some of these old wells in some cases have mud in the annulus thereby 

making it practically difficult to unload via a single orifice. For such cases, a 

review of installation tubing punch depth maybe required. Again the challenge 

of plugging the orifice with mud cakes must be properly considered during 

installation. In some cases it is advised to successfully unload the annular fluid 

before inserting an orifice (if at all). In spite of these challenges, the “single 

point” gas lift application still remains cost effective since it only requires a 

wire line barge (which is a lot cheaper than an offshore work-over rig) to punch 

a hole and insert an orifice. 

Again, some of these wells so far identified are sharing jackets with gassed out 

(very high GOR) wells. In such cases, dedicated gas lines to these well may not 

be required, thus further saving cost on surface lines. Depending on the gas 

rates and pressures required (certainly not for well-84), a stainless steel control 
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line can be connected from the gassed out completions to the completions 

requiring gas lift. 

Table 3.0 of Chapter 3 is now updated with the findings outlined in the last 

section/chapter to clearly reveal results. Table 4.1 is the updated version of 

Table 3.0 and figure 4.42 is resultant view graph comparing conventional gas 

lift design and the “single point” innovation (in terms of production gains). It 

can be seen from the view graph that the difference in production gains between 

both applications is marginal and as such the “single point” 

approach/application is the preferred option for this case study from a 

perspective of cost reduction and NPV optimization given the operational 

uncertainties (e.g. security, equipment failures, marine logistic bottlenecks, non-

productive time, in-country availability of equipment/expertise etc.) prevalent in 

Niger Delta operations. 

In view of the above considerations, a comparative study and design of the 

“single point” gas lift and the conventional gas lift design was carried out with 

the following revealing results: 

 Application of the “single point” option will yield a total of 24,309bbls/d 

by design from the 19 wells under study (See: Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.42) 
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 Application of conventional gas lift will yield a total of 25727bbls/d by 

design from the 19wells under study. A difference of 1422bbls/d from the 

“single point” approach (See Table 4.1) 

 Well-45D had the highest difference of 286bbls/d between the “single 

point” approach and the convention (in favor of the convention). 

 Well-83 and 9D had the lowest difference of 1bbls/day and 4bbls/day 

respectively (in favor of the convention). 

 Wells 80D, 83, 99H 24, 24D and 96H may not require dedicated gas lines 

since they are in the same jacket with high GOR wells. These wells need; 

209 MSCF/d, 32 MSCF/d, 395 MSCF/d, 555 MSCF/d, 298 MSCF/d, 489 

MSCF/d gas rate respectively for optimum production with reasonably 

low injection pressures as per design. However, some of these well 

mentioned above may yet require the services of a water knock-out 

device (e.g. hydro cyclone) to reduce corrosion to a minimum. 

 Wells 9D, 19D and 38 all have mud in there annulus (10.3ppg, 10.4ppg 

and 10.7ppg respectively) and may require extra care to successfully 

unload the annulus without compromising intended production gains. 

 Well 24 has the deepest operating valve depth of 6600ft as per design 

with a production gain of only 8bbls/d over and above the “single point” 

initiative. This well has been lined up for the “single point’ gas lift 

installation. 
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 Well 80D has the shallowest operating valve depth of 3190ft as per 

design with a production gain of only 11bbls/d over and above the “single 

point” initiative. This well also has been lined up for the “single point’ 

gas lift installation. 

 Wells 83, 83D, 46, 46D and 19D has very high water cuts of 75%, 70%, 

80%, 70% and 80% respectively and are therefore not very good 

candidates for the conventional gas lift considering installation cost and 

the expected production gains. Well-83D however, will have an increased 

production rate of 1079bbls/day by design but will require an injection 

rate of 1000Mscf/day and dedicated gas line. 
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Table 4.1: Gas lift Design Results. 
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Fig. 4.39: Gas Lift Design Results Comparison. 
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Table. 4.2: Cost, Production and Reservoir Data Inputs. 
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Fig. 4.40: NPV Comparison between Single Point and Conventional Gas lift System 
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4.5. RECOMMENDED BEST PRACTICES FOR SINGLE POINT 

GAS LIFT INITIALIZATION PROJECT. 

The production engineer working on initializing a gas lift project in a 

marginal field in the Niger Delta will b interested in the following 

recommendations for: selecting candidate wells; building, 

calibrating/validating inflow/outflow models; appropriate single-point gas 

lift design technique; evaluation of gas lift systems deliverability versus 

project economics and project execution. 

 

4.5.1 WELLS SELECTION CRITERIA 

Relevant well and reservoir data for the individual well being considered for 

the project must be comprehensively collated. Physical review of all well test 

histories, completion schematics, surface assets/systems integrity, etc. is 

strongly recommended. The first step in the screening process will be to 

assess key well test parameters for conformance with the following criteria: 

 The flowing tubing pressure should be above 100psi 

 The gas-oil-ratio (GOR) must not exceed 2000scf/stb 

 Water cut in most cases must not greater than eighty percent which is 

the terminal BS&W. 

 The oil gravity should be in the range of 20 to 45 degree API 
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The wells that meet the above criteria may now be progressed for further 

screening. 

 

4.5.2. BUILDING OF INDIVIDUAL WELL MODELS 

Before individual well models can be built with a nodal systems analysis tool, it 

recommended candidate well test past performances be compared with the 

performance of offset wells (if any). This will help ascertain if vertical lift 

problem is well or reservoir dependent. After individual well models are built, 

ensure that these models are accurately validated, calibrating them with actual 

well test data/results. It is good practice to determine the terminal BS&W via 

sensitivity analysis. Some wells may have their terminal BS&W to be lower 

than 80% 

 

4.5.3 SINGLE-POINT GASLIFT DESIGN TECHNIQUES 

The input data necessary for the single point gas lift techniques are very similar 

to conventional techniques except for valve spacing methodologies. Toggle on 

the static line and mark the intercept with casing line. Trace the static and casing 

differential pressure upward until 100psi differential is located, record/save the 

corresponding depth. Design well as a single mandrel well corresponding 

saved/recorded depth (orifice/punched depth). Then compute orifice size, gas 

rate and expected oil gain in one step. 
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It is more accurate and faster to calculate new fluid rates with gas lift using 

computer-aided design (software). Where this is not available, analytical 

approach as described earlier in this text may be acceptable. 

Suitable gas flow rates and gas-liquid-ratios must be determined through 

sensitivity analysis and deliverability plots, in relation to availability of lift gas 

and adequate injection pressure. Detailed review of compressor 

design/modeling to optimize compressor performance under existing conditions 

may be considered, particularly if compressor services are being provided by a 

third party. 

 

4.5.4 EVALUATION OF GAS LIFT SYSTEMS DELIVERABILITY 

The success of the single-point technique for continuous gas lift project is 

defined in terms of production rates gained and economics. The most reliable 

way is to compare this project (using key profit indicators such as NPV) with 

other artificial lift alternatives that can be economically deployed under existing 

conditions. 

 

4.5.5 PROJECT EXECUTION 

If the economics is right and all necessary and relevant approvals are gotten, the 

project may now be progressed for execution. Construction of gas lines may be 

required (if lines do not already exist) except incases were the source of gas is 

within the jacket/platform/cluster. Engage competent third party contracting 
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companies to lay lines. Also, engage a competent wire line services company 

and follow the installation procedures outlined in section 3.1.5 (page 53). 

Ensure proper and effective contractual agreements are drafted and managed 

efficiently in such a manner as not to erode profit lines. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

Given the discussions in the previous chapters, it can be safely concluded that 

the single point gas lift application in depleted and marginal reservoirs with low 

flowing tubing-head pressure and high water cuts is a viable means of 

optimizing and sustaining production in a mature field of Niger Delta. 

It can be seen from the previous chapter that the difference in production gains 

between both applications is marginal (i.e. 5.5% reduction in production rate for 

the single point technique)but the “single point” approach/application is still the 

preferred option for this case study from a perspective of cost reduction and 

NPV optimization/increase of 8 – 21%. 

 

5.1.1 TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES OF THE SINGLE POINT 

TECHNIQUE. 

In addition to its economic advantages, the single point continuous gas-lift 

technique for non-mandrel wells also has some technical advantages (over the 

conventional option) such as: 

1. Smaller equipment spread and footprints required on site/location. 

2. Reduced equipment rig-up and rig-down time. 

3. Limited equipment and personnel exposure to work related hazards 
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4. Reduced execution time. 

5. Accelerated/early production gains. 

6. Minimized well control risks during execution/operations 

 

5.2.1 SINGLE POINT TECHNIQUE APPLICABILITY 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

From this study, it can be safely concluded that the single point technique can 

be applied in Niger Delta fields/reservoirs/wells under the following 

conditions/envelope: 

1. Packer depth is greater than 3000ft 

2. Reservoir depth is between 6000ft to 12000ft 

3. Reservoir pressure between 1420psi to 4845psi 

4. B S&W is between 0 to 80%. 

5. GOR between 250 to 2000scf/bbl) 

6. Oil gravity from 23° to 45° API 

7. Fluid level between 300 to 500ft above orifice depth 

8. Known tubing and annulus fluid/gradient. 

9. Well barrier integrity confirmed and well flow into LP seperator 

10. Well is considered to have vertical lift problems only. Other problems 

such as skin, fines migration, clay swellings etc not considered. 
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5.3.0  KEY CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE 

In summary, this study agreeably has made the following contributions to 

knowledge: 

I. An innovative introduction of the single-point well intervention 

technique to gas lifts designs for marginal fields of the Niger Delta. 

The author demonstrated that the single-point well intervention 

technique competes favorably in terms of production gains with the 

conventional continuous gas lift system. Hitherto, the single point 

technique found applications only for well intervention activities such 

as work-over well kill and liquid unloading operations in the Niger 

delta. 

II. Standard protocols and best practices recommendations for single 

point gas lift design for marginal fields of the Niger Delta were 

developed. 

III. A unique objective function for NPV optimization was developed. 

This model is the only NPV model that proactively includes reservoir 

and well production parameters as direct operands. 

IV. Based on the NPV model above, a computer program that optimizes 

NPV by simulating reservoir and production parameters was 

developed with Visual Basic.Net. 
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5.4.0 RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDIES  

1. Single point injection development and application for subsea 

production optimization programs 

2. Gas lift Stability investigations for single point injection applications 

in Brown fields. 

3. Investigate whether well interactions within the reservoir are 

important for short-term production optimization problems. And if so, 

how to handle them efficiently. 

4. Investigate the impact of decisions obtained from short-term 

production optimizations on long-term oil recovery. 

5. Develop optimization methods for gathering systems with loops as a 

means of eliminating production bottle necks in brown fields. 

6. Investigate how the accuracy of the numerical models for multiphase 

pipe flow and choke flow impacts the optimal solution. 

7. Investigation of the application of automated gas lift control in the 

brown fields of the Niger Delta. 

8. Completions/production impact assessment in the use of high GOR 

wells for single point gas lift applications. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX-A: HISTORY MATCH/CALIBRATION PLOTS.

HY-83D (L-02)

Remarks: Tbg/Ann communication from 06/11/2002

30 Dec.’05

Actual WT data: 2047bfpd; 614bopd; BSW=70; GOR=1906, 

FTP=800psi; Choke=36. Plot = 2049bfpd;

23 Jul.’00

Actual WT data: 1686bfpd; 1180bopd; BSW=30; GOR=839, 

FTP=900psi; Choke=28. Plot = 1685bfpd

29 May.’03

Actual WT data: 1638bfpd; 655bopd; BSW=60; 

GOR=1171, FTP=460psi; Choke=28. Plot = 1636bfpd.

Fig. A-1: History Match Plot for HY-83D (L-02) 

HY-83 (L-01)

28 Apr.’04
Actual WT data: 1584bfpd; 1346bopd; BSW=15; 

GOR=1168, FTP=760psi; Choke=34. Plot = 1853bfpd;

01 Jul.’03
Actual WT data: 1242bfpd; 1118bopd; BSW=10; 

GOR=1293, FTP=1000psi; Choke=28. Plot = 1242bfpd

16 Aug.’02
Actual WT data: 1185bfpd; 1184bopd; BSW=.1; 

GOR=961, FTP=1000psi; Choke=26. Plot = 1242bfpd

 

Fig. A-2: History Match Plot for HY-83 (L-01) 
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HY-80D (O-01B)

01 Dec.’05
Actual WT data: 3024bfpd; 2117bopd; BS&W=30; 

GOR=652, FTP=540psi; Choke=46. Plot = 3043bfpd;

01 May.’03
Actual WT data: 2891bfpd; 2371bopd; BS&W=18; 

GOR=850, FTP=940psi; Choke=42. Plot = 2848bfpd;

11 Feb.’00
Actual WT data: 2276bfpd; 2276bopd; BS&W=0; 

GOR=841, FTP=1080psi; Choke=34. Plot = 2281bfpd;

 

Fig. A-3: History Match Plot for HY-80D (O-01B) 

HY-84 (O-07)

01 Jan.’04
Actual WT data: 732bfpd; 366bopd; BSW=50; 

GOR=1557, FTP=560psi; Choke=28. Plot = 742bfpd
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30 Jul.’00
Actual WT data: 1101bfpd; 826bopd; BSW=25; 

GOR=575, FTP=640psi; Choke=28. Plot = 840bfpd

 

Fig. A-4: History Match Plot for HY-84 (O-07) 
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HY-84D (M-03)

01 Jan.’04
Actual WT data: 475bfpd; 261bopd; BSW=45; 

GOR=1425, FTP=700psi; Choke=26. Plot = 457bfpd

01 Aug.’00
Actual WT data: 1682bfpd; 828bopd; BSW=50; 

GOR=1115, FTP=820psi; Choke=28. Plot = 1633bfpd

01 Jan.’04

Actual WT data: 475bfpd; 261bopd; BSW=45; 

GOR=1425, FTP=700psi; Choke=26. Plot = 457bfpd

 

Fig. A-5: History Match Plot for HY-84D (M-03) 

HY-21D (H-03)

23 Feb.’00

Actual WT data: 556bfpd; 555bopd; BSW=0.1; 

GOR=1521, FTP=620psi; Choke=22. Plot = 384bfpd

23 Jan.’02

Actual WT data: 420bfpd; 419bopd; BSW=0.3; 

GOR=2105, FTP=480psi; Choke=24. Plot = 400bfpd

01 Oct.’05

Actual WT data: 660bfpd; 658bopd; BSW=0.3; 

GOR=720, FTP=360psi; Choke=28. Plot = 571bfpd

 

Fig. A-6: History Match Plot for HY-21D (H-03) 
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HY-9D (G-02)

13 Oct.’94

Actual WT data: 784bfpd; 392bopd; BSW=50; 

GOR=2857; FTP=1150psi; Choke=20. Plot = 808bfpd

06 Feb.’96

Actual WT data: 1153bfpd; 461bopd; BSW=60; 

GOR=1590, FTP=800psi; Choke=20. Plot = 1146bfpd

19 Dec.’93

Actual WT data: 737bfpd; 442bopd; BSW=40; 

GOR=2464, FTP=1190psi; Choke=20. Plot = 740bfpd

 

Fig. A-7: History Match Plot for HY-9D (G-02) 

HY-78 (N-01)

06 Feb.’96

Actual WT data: 1153bfpd; 461bopd; BSW=60; 

GOR=1590, FTP=800psi; Choke=20. Plot = 1146bfpd

15 Oct.’05

Actual WT data: 953bfpd; 572bopd; BSW=40; 

GOR=619, FTP=260psi; Choke=34. Plot = 943bfpd

01 Jul.’03

Actual WT data: 1542bfpd; 1110bopd; BSW=28; 

GOR=978, FTP=770psi; Choke=30. Plot = 1537bfpd

 

Fig. A-8: History Match Plot for HY-78 (N-01) 
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HY-99H (N-01)

08 Dec.’04

Actual WT data: 2107bfpd; 2096bopd; BSW=.5; 

GOR=600, FTP=550psi; Choke=38. Plot = 2078bfpd

06 Feb.’96

Actual WT data: 2478bfpd; 2476bopd; BSW=.1; 

GOR=603, FTP=550psi; Choke=42. Plot = 2470bfpd

16 Apr.’05

Actual WT data: 4626bfpd; 4163bopd; BSW=10; 

GOR=778, FTP=670psi; Choke=60. Plot = 4421bfpd

 

Fig. A-9: History Match Plot for HY-99H (N-01) 

HY-38 (O-07)

20 Oct.’94

Actual WT data: 351bfpd; 158bopd; BSW=55; 

GOR=1886, FTP=420psi; Choke=18. Plot = 357bfpd

09 Sep.’93

Actual WT data: 480bfpd; 264bopd; BSW=45; 

GOR=970, FTP=900psi; Choke=18. Plot = 471fpd

 

Fig. A-10: History Match Plot for HY-38 (O-07) 
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HY-95 (G-01)

16 Oct.’05

Actual WT data: 492bfpd; 295bopd; BSW=40; 

GOR=1017, FTP=125psi; Choke=36. Plot = 494bfpd

09 Mar.’05

Actual WT data: 373bfpd; 246bopd; BSW=34; 

GOR=976, FTP=260psi; Choke=28. Plot = 386bfpd

 

Fig. A-11: History Match Plot for HY-95 (G-01) 

HY-24D (H-05)

1st Feb.’05

Actual WT data: 623bfpd; 374bopd; BSW=40; 

GOR=834, FTP=125psi; Choke=36. Plot = 494bfpd

13 Nov.’05

Actual WT data: 570bfpd; 342bopd; BSW=40; 

GOR=614, FTP=170psi; Choke=28. Plot = 538bfpd

 

Fig. A-12: History Match Plot for HY-24D (H-05) 
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HY-24 (K-02)

08 Feb.’06

Actual WT data: 375bfpd; 246bopd; BSW=35; 

GOR=512, FTP=190psi; Choke=24. Plot = 373bfpd

22 Dec.’04

Actual WT data: 888bfpd; 586bopd; BSW=34; 

GOR=2539, FTP=960psi; Choke=26. Plot = 800bfpd

 

Fig. A-13: History Match Plot for HY-24 (K-02) 

HY-07 (H-05)

02 Jan.’05

Actual WT data: 150bfpd; 150bopd; BSW=0; 

GOR=980, FTP=160psi; Choke=20. Plot = 145bfpd

1st Feb.’05

Actual WT data: 623bfpd; 374bopd; BSW=40; 

GOR=834, FTP=125psi; Choke=36. Plot = 494bfpd

 

Fig. A-14: History Match Plot for HY-07 (H-05) 
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HY-46D (N-03)

20 Jul.’00

Actual WT data: 1097bfpd; 329bopd; BSW=70; 

GOR=821, FTP=500psi; Choke=24. Plot = 1091bfpd

1st Feb.’

Actual WT data: 1026bfpd; 359bopd; BSW=65; 

GOR=836, FTP=360psi; Choke=26. Plot = 1214bfpd

 

Fig. A-15: History Match Plot for HY-46D (N-03) 

HY-46 (O-06)

19 Feb.’02
Actual WT data: 1465bfpd; 293bopd; BSW=40; 

GOR=922; FTP=280psi; Choke=38. Plot = 1475bfpd

31 Aug.’97
Actual WT data: 503bfpd; 151bopd; BSW=70; 

GOR=748, FTP=460psi; Choke=16. Plot = 500bfpd

 

Fig. A-16: History Match Plot for HY-46 (O-60) 
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APPENDIX-B: SYSTEM DELIVERABILITY PLOTS 

 

Fig. B-1: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-9D 

 

 

Fig. B-2: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-19D 
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Fig. B-3: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-24

 

Fig. B-4: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-24D 
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Fig. B-5: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-38 

 

Fig. B-6: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-45D 
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Fig. B-7: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-46 

 

Fig. B-8: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-46D 
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Fig. B-9: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-28 

 

Fig. B-10: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-78D 
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Fig. B-11: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-83 

 

Fig. B-12: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL -83D 
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Fig. B-13: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-84 

 

Fig. B-14: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-84D 
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Fig. B-15: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL 95 

 

Fig. B-16: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-96H 
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Fig. B-17: System Deliverability plot for HYSOL-99H 
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APPENDIX-C: GAS LIFT IMPLEMENTATION DIAGRAMS. 

Table C-1: HYSO Gas Lift Implementation Plan 

 Phase 1: Lines Laid & Hooked-Up 1999

 10 Jkts Included

 15 Potential Producing Streams

 Phase 2: Lines Laid 2001/02, Hooked-Up 2004/05

 8 Jkts Included

 24 Potential Producing Streams

 Phase 3: Lines Laid & Hooked-Up 2006/07

 14 Jkts Included

 32 Potential Producing Streams

 Future Phase 4?: Lines Laid & Hooked-Up 2008/09/10

 13 Jkts Included

 29 Potential Producing Streams
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Fig. C-1: HYSO Field Gas Lift Diagram – Current Plan 
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Fig. C-2: HYSO Field Gas Lift Diagram - w/ Pos. Phase 4 
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APPENDIX-D: TYPICAL GAS LIFT DESIGN INTERFACE 

 

Fig. D-1: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 1) 

 

Fig. D-2: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 2) 
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Fig. D-3: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 3) 

 

Fig. D-4: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 4) 
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Fig. D-5: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 5) 

 

Fig. D-6: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 6) 
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Fig. D-7: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 7) 

 

Fig. D-8: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 8) 
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Fig. D-9: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 9) 

 

Fig. D-10: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 10) 
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Fig. D-11: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 11) 

 

Fig. D-12: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 12) 
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Fig. D-13: Typical Gas Lift Design Interface (Step 13) 

 

Fig. D-14: Typical SINGLE POINT Design Interface (Step 1) 
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Fig. D-15: Typical SINGLE-POINT Design Interface (Step 2) 

 

 

Fig. D-16: Typical SINGLE-POINT Design Interface (Step 3) 
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APPENDIX-E: NPV MULTIVARIATE SENSITVITY PLOTS. 

 
Fig. E-1: NPV against Number of wells 

 

 
Fig. E-2: NPV against Discount Rates 
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Fig. E-3: NPV against Productivity Index 

 

 

 

 
Fig. E-4: NPV against Initial Production Rates 
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Fig. E-5: NPV against Operational Expenditure (OPEX) 

 

 
Fig. E-6: NPV against Porosity 
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Fig. E-7: NPV against Formation Volume Factor (Bo) 
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APPENDIX-F: TYPICAL WEM INPUT SUMMARY. 

 

$$INPUT 

 

        ***************************************************************** 

        * *                                                           * * 

        * *   W E L L   E V A L U A T I O N   M O D E L   ( W E M )   * * 

        * *                                                           * * 

        * *               I N P U T   S U M M A R Y                   * * 

        * *                                                           * * 

        * *                                                           * * 

        * *                   WEM Release V10.5.1                     * * 

        * *                                                           * * 

        ***************************************************************** 

 

 Lse/Fld : HYSOL                                              Date :  6/20/2006 

 Well    : 46                                                Time :   11:11:25 

 

 

 =============================| FLUID PROPERTIES |============================= 

 

    Oil Gravity        (deg API) =    31.20    Oil Vol Factor Corr   =    VAZQ 

    Gas Gravity        (air=1.0) =     .728    Solution Gas Corr     =    VAZQ 

    Water Gravity      (H2O=1.0) =    1.000    Oil Viscosity Corr    =    ROBN 

    Produced GOR       (scf/bbl) =    922.0    Oil/Water Vis Corr    =     AVG 

    Percent Water          ( % ) =     80.0    Gas-Water Solubility  =      NO 

    Mole Percent N2        ( % ) =      .00    Mole Percent CO2 ( % )=     .00 

    Mole Percent H2S       ( % ) =      .00 

 

 

 ===============================| WELLBORE DATA |=============================== 

 

 Flowing WHD Pres   (psig) =    120.0   Flowing WHD Temp              = HeatTran 

 

 

>> CASING/TUBING DESCRIPTION << 
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 Top Flow    =     Tubing                                Bottom Flow =  Annulus 

                                                                         Vert 

   Measured    Vertical    Casing   Casing   Tubing   Tubing    Flow      Dev   

   Depth (ft)  Depth (ft)  OD (in)  ID (in)  OD (in)  ID (in)   Path     (deg)  

   ----------  ----------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  ------- 

      63.00       63.00 

    3868.00     3867.85      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING      .5  

    3994.00     3991.90      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    10.1  

    4120.00     4113.14      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    15.8 

    4307.00     4289.43      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    19.5  

    4497.00     4464.80      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    22.6  

    5063.00     4991.30      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    21.5  

    5568.00     5446.77      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    25.6  

    6071.00     5905.32      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    24.3  

    6228.00     6049.70      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    23.1  

    6417.00     6225.54      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    21.5 

    6575.00     6374.25      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    19.8  

    6731.00     6522.39      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    18.3  

    7043.00     6820.88      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    16.9 

    7229.00     6996.96      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    18.8  

    7610.00     7353.23      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    20.8  

    7782.00     7515.93      7.625    6.875    2.875    2.441  TUBING    18.9 

    7879.00     7607.69      7.625    6.875    2.375    1.995  TUBING    18.9  

    8081.00     7800.47      7.625    6.875    2.375    1.995  TUBING    17.4  

    8400.00     8107.86      7.625    6.875    2.375    1.995  TUBING    15.5 

    8553.00     8257.15      7.625    6.875    2.375    1.995  TUBING    12.6  

    8704.00     8404.49      7.625    6.875    2.375    1.995  ANNULUS   12.6  

    8724.00     8424.01      2.375    1.995                    CASING    12.6 

    8910.00     8605.50                                                  12.6 

 

 Crossover Depth     (ft) =     8553.0  Ported Area           (in^2) =     9.00 

>> Wellbore Restrictions << 

 

                Type        Depth (ft)       ID (in)      Length (ft) 

             ----------     ----------     ----------     ------------ 

             Dnhl Restr        2998.00          2.313           1.00 
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 Perf Depth --- Meas (ft) =     8572.5  Perf Depth --- TVD      (ft) =   8276.2 

 Flow Correlation         = Hage/Brown  Absolute Roughness      (in) =   .00150 

 

 Beggs/Brill Incl Factor  =        Yes  Pressure Solution Method     = RIGOROUS 

 B/B for Near_Horz Flow   =        Yes  Deviation from Vertical (deg)=     75.0 

 Static Liq in Btm of Well=         No 

 

>> Sliding Sleeves << 

 

                                     Depth      Area      Status  

                         Name        (ft)      (in^2) 

                      ----------   --------   --------   -------- 

                      XA            7881.00       9.00    CLOSE   

                      XA            8553.00       9.00     OPEN   

 

>> HEAT TRANSFER MODEL << 

 

 U Coeff      (B/h/ft2/F) =      .5000 

 Heat Trans Solution Method =    IDEAL 

 

 

                       TVD           Static Temp    

                       (ft)             (deg F) 

                    ----------     ---------------- 

                       63.00                85.0 

                       89.00                75.0 

                      114.00                65.0 

                     8275.67               231.0 

 

 

 ===========================| RESERVOIR DESCRIPTION |========================== 

  Radial Flow Model       

  MD:  Top of Reservoir  (ft) =    8550.0  MD:  Btm of Reservoir(ft) =   8595.0 

  Reservoir Pressure   (psig) =    2964.0  Reservoir Temp    (deg F) =    231.0 

  Net Stratigraphic Pay  (ft) =      29.3  Ext Drainage Radius  (ft) =   1200.0 

  Measured Net Pay       (ft) =      29.3  Borehole Diameter    (in) =   12.250 

                                           Shape Factor Skin (Sa)    =     .000 
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>> Interval Profile << 

 

  MD  to Top  MD  to Bottom  Lithology  Net/Gross  Permeability  Porosity 

     (ft)         (ft)                     (%)         (md)         (%)    

  ----------  -------------  ---------  ---------  ------------  -------- 

      8550.0      8595.0     SandStone       65.0       899.2        25.0 

 

  Avg Eff Perm : Ko @ Pr (md) =   899.200  Avg Eff Porosity      (%) =     25.0 

  Kh / Kv                     =     10.00 

 

>> Future IPR Effects << 

 

  Oil/Water Flow              =Segregated  Kw / Ko                   =    3.000 

  Oil/Gas Flow                = Pseudo Pr  Gas Saturation Factor     =     1.20 

 

  Ref Pressure         (psig) =    3038.0  Ref WLR               (%) =     30.0 

 

 

 =====================| NEAR WELLBORE DATA (Natural Perf) |==================== 

  Skin Option              =     Theory 

  Damaged Zone Perm Ratio    =     .400  Damaged Zone Thickness (in)=    8.00 

  Res Turb Beta  (1/ft) =  .6603506E+07 

 

  Meas Perforated Interval (ft) =   4.0  Form Top To Perf Top  (ft) =     24.0 

  Perf Density    (shots/ft) =    12.00  Avg Perf Length       (in) =     30.0 

  Charge Pattern             =   SPIRAL  Avg Perf Diameter     (in) =      0.5 

  Gun Phasing          (deg) =       90 

 

  Crushed Zone Thickness   (in) =   .50  Crushed Zone Perm Ratio    =      .30 

  Casing/Cement Thickness  (in) =  2.69  Crush Zone Turb Option     =Dmg*Crush 

                                         Cru Turb Beta  (1/ft) =  .3456945E+08 

 $$OUTPUT  1 
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            ******************************************************** 

            * *                                                  * * 

            * *         G A S    L I F T    D E S I G N          * * 

            * *                                                  * * 

            * *            APPLICATIONS INPUT SUMMARY            * * 

            * *                                                  * * 

            * *              WEM Release V10.5.1                 * * 

            * *                                                  * * 

            ******************************************************** 

 

                     Software by P.E. Moseley & Associates 

 

            Lse/Fld : HYSOL                                     Date :  6/20/2006 

            Well    : 46                                       Time :   11:11:25 

 

 

 

>> GAS LIFT DESIGN CONDITIONS << 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 INJ GAS PRESSURE     (psig) =   1200.0   OPERATING DIFF        (psi) =    150. 

 EXISTING MANDRELS           =       NO   MAX INJ DEPTH, MEAS    (ft) =  8724.0 

 

 

>> TOP VALVE SPACING << 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 U TUBING PRESSURE    (psig) =    120.0   INJ KICKOFF PRESSURE (psig) =  1200.0 

 KILL FLUID GRADIENT (psi/ft)=     .460   MAX KILL FLUID RATE (bbl/d) =   312.1 

 

 

>> VALVE CONFIGURATION << 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 MANUFACTURER  : CAMCO                  BELLOWS AREA (in**2)        =   .31000 

 VALVE NAME    : BKF-10 (Mone 
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 UNBALANCED, NITROGEN CHARGE            MAX STEM TRAVEL  (in)       =    .1250 

 INJ GAS PRESSURE SENSITIVE             INSTALLATION:             RETRIEVABLE  

 

 

>> DESIGN CRITERIA << 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 TEST RACK TEMP   (deg F) =      60.0 

 PORT SIZING OPTION       =       Min 

 MIN SPACING, TVD   (ft)  =     322.0 

1 

            ******************************************************** 

            * *                                                  * * 

            * *         G A S    L I F T    D E S I G N          * * 

            * *                                                  * * 

            * *                 DESIGN  RESULTS                  * * 

            * *                                                  * * 

            * *              WEM Release V10.5.1                 * * 

            * *                                                  * * 

            ******************************************************** 

 

            Lse/Fld : HYSOL                                     Date :  6/20/2006 

            Well    : 46                                       Time :   11:11:25 

 

 

>> DESIGN FOR INJECTION GAS PRES SENSITIVE  VALVES << 

        ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                                VALVE GEOMETRY         PRESSURE SETTINGS      

                            -----------------------  ------------------------- 

         VAL  VALVE  VALVE   VALVE   PORT   INJGAS 

         NO.   TVD     MD    SIZE    DIAM   EFFECT     PSO     TRC     TRO   

               (ft)   (ft)    (in)    (in)  FACTOR    (psig)  (psig)  (psig) 

         ---  ------ ------  ------  -----  ------    ------  ------  ------ 

           1   2470.  2470.     1     1/8    .0438    1200.   1026.   1071. 

           2   3230.  3230.     1     1/8    .0438    1190.    993.   1037. 

  Oper Pt  3   3903.  3904.     1     1/4    .1976    1180.    861.   1031. 

 

                                    PSO = Surface Operating Pressure 

                                    TRC = Test Rack Closing Pres @  60.0 (deg F) 
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                                    TRO = Test Rack Opening Pres @  60.0 (deg F) 

 

 

>> PREDICTED OPERATING CONDITIONS << 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 FLOW RATE            (bbl/d) =   3519.   OPERATING DEPTH,    TVD (ft) =   3903. 

 INJECTION GLR      (scf/bbl) =    403.   INJECTION GAS RATE  (Mscf/d) = 1416.96 

 FLOWING WHD TEMP     (deg F) =   221.8 

1 

            ******************************************************** 

            * *                                                  * * 

            * *         G A S    L I F T    D E S I G N          * * 

            * *                                                  * * 

            * *            DETAILED  DESIGN  RESULTS             * * 

            * *                                                  * * 

            * *              WEM Release V10.5.1                 * * 

            * *                                                  * * 

            ******************************************************** 

 

            Lse/Fld : HYSOL                                     Date :  6/20/2006 

            Well    : 46                                       Time :   11:11:25 

 

 

 

>> DESIGN PROCESS SUMMARY << 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                              VALVE NUMBER 

                      --------------------------------------------------------- 

    ITEM      UNIT       1         2         3 

 ---------- --------  --------  --------  -------- 

 Val Depth      (ft)    2470.0    3230.0    3902.9 

 Pso          (psig)    1200.0    1190.0    1180.0 

 Pc           (psig)    1256.1    1263.6    1269.0 

 Ptmin        (psig)     875.5     920.2    1110.7 

 Ptmax        (psig)     951.1    1030.2 

 Kill Fld    (bbl/d)     312.1     312.1     312.1 

 Form Feed   (bbl/d)        .0        .0        .0 

 Tground     (deg F)     112.9     128.4     142.1 
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 Inj Gas    (Mscf/d)      20.0      33.9      39.1 

 Port Dia     (1/64)         8         8        16 

 Valve Cap  (Mscf/d)     263.0     252.4    1468.4 

 Ap/Ab                    .042      .042      .165 

 Delt Gas P    (psi)      10.0      10.0 

 Pvc(T)       (psig)    1240.1    1249.2    1120.3 

 Dsgn Temp   (deg F)     155.9     178.3     198.1 

 Tflowing    (deg F)     226.0     227.2     228.2 

 TCF                      .829      .797      .771 

 TRC          (psig)    1025.7     993.1     860.9 

 TRO          (psig)    1070.7    1036.7    1031.0 

 Spacing Dp    (psi)      50.0      50.0      50.0 

 Psc          (psig)    1184.0    1175.6    1031.3 


